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Oreum and Life of People in Jeju

The Primal Home of Life
Author Yoon-sook Kim (Poet)

Where in Jeju can one find a life of effortless ease? The yesteryears of Jeju are marked
by the sweat of people plowing the stony fields and picking out the stones. These stones
would pile up in the center of the field, becoming yet another Oreum in the landscape of
the island.
A total of 368 Oreums dot the landscape of Jeju, created by volcanic activity of the island.
Like guardians of the villages and people, Oreums maintain their watch throughout the
island: no wonder, then, that the island is called the ‘Kingdom of Oreum’. Oreums in the
fields became symbols of prosperity over time. Where can one find a more idyllic place
for pastoral life? Once the horses and oxens are led up the ridge of the mountain, there is
no more worry to be had. It was the wisdom of Jeju to realize that it is simply easier to
observe and lead from distance, rather than fret about lost flocks. The blue grasslands
near the Oreums allowed the pastoral life of the island to continue. Low and rolling
Oreums, on the other hand, were prime candidates for agriculture. Their flatness and low
slopes were good enough for fields to be plowed. The excellent quality of the volcanic
soil is made apparent from its colors. One can also meet the residue of slash-and-burn
agriculture in Oreums near Halla Mountain. Oreums near Halla Mountain are home to
ruins of charcoal furnaces and jatseong, the boundaries of old pastoral fields in the past.
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Oreum Cluster and the Sea of Clouds from Baekyaki Oreum ⓒChang-hoon Lee

I recall my surprise at seeing these memories of farming in such a deep part of the island.
The memories of life dotting the Oreums testify to the hardiness of the people of Jeju in
the harsh landscape. We can fortunately see oxen and horses grazing around Oreums,
bringing back the scenery of old days like a breeze from the past. I once went with the
children of the village to an Oreum, picking pine cones and leaves. I remember giving
all of our catch for the day to a friend. Oreums were treasure troves and playgrounds of
our childhood: even then we were rushing toward the Oreum, out of our own accord. The
children adjusted well to the harsh winds that scrape the surface of the Oreum. Oreums,
being also the place of choice for our field trips, were the true home of my childhood
days.
368 Oreums of the island stand with each other, despite their characteristics and
differences. The deep current of volcanic origins binds them in a single loop. It straddles
the boundaries between similarity and difference. Wildflowers and grasses rest in the
volcanic soil, casting each Oreum in a special light. Even the single blossom offers
emotional solace to the weary. Oreums make their presence also in the wishes of people.
While people dreamt of well-rounded lives like Oreum, each Oreum harbors scars of
military fortifications during the Japanese Forced Occupation period. Oreums offered
shelter in the raging turmoil of April 3rd Incident. It both offered sanctuary in darkness
and the peak of wishes. Wading through the wind of life together, Oreums protect Jeju
through their soft yet firm contours, like the bent backs of our mothers. They remain
steadfast in gathering and embracing the stories of our lives, a striking image, perhaps,
of our mothers.
Oreums offer lifewater, the springs and wetlands teeming with life, embracing all life in
themselves. It is a sanctuary that waits patiently for people of Jeju to come and lay their
weary bodies on its slope.
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A wind comes blowing from afar. I reach out as in replying to the
message with my mind to Oreum. I step toward it, and thus I
arrive at the arms of Oreum. One can never wander into the same
light and winds twice in Oreums. Each breeze from the land of
wind brings scent of the past, bearing the perseverance of life
against the harsh landscape and the earth-colored scent of their
toil. The prosperity of Jeju is built on that history. The familiar
scent of cut grass hangs around the Oreum. Oreums seem to
imbue my body with pulsating energy every time I step upon the
peak, following the footsteps of the people of the old. Oreums
retain their primal colors of blue and green, and through the colors
the vitality of life. They also hosted festivals and ceremonies for
the safety and prosperity of villages, embracing both the joy and
sadness of the villagers in its embrace.
I am pulled to them, the clusters of gentle Oreums in front of my
eyes. Even from the foot of the slope can one find chirping of the
birds and cicadas that offer soothing solace to the weary. The
place where one can be free from all. I lay my body down onto
the Oreum when the silver grasses began to bloom. Something
seems to jolt the soles of my feet, a reminder of someone who
must have stood here a long time ago. I bow my head and see the
wildflowers beckoning to me: they teach me the art of laying
down, the emptying of my burdens.
I feel the spirits of life in the leaves of hinoki trees, the crimson
tide of falling leaves, and the fruits hanging on the vines. We
enjoy the prosperity of Jeju in the safety and sanctuary offered
by an ethereal hand. I look toward the Oreum in my heart
wherever I am. It stands proudly against the winds raging across
the landscape. Oreums offer healing in the new environments of
today’s world. I believe, however, that Oreums will continue to
shine even further when it is left as it is.
How fortunate it is to have a lesson from the bygone days, the
lessons that we can take to heart. I was happy to have been offered
the word ‘together’ once in the slopes of Oreum. Jeju’s prosperity
today owes much to the warmth of the community. Even through
the cold and impersonal barriers of today’s world can we find the
warmth of sharing and the cool will of the Oreum’s peak. Wind
takes in everything in its embrace. It endures through the
perserverence of the mother. Jeju, like Oreum, has risen to the
slope toward the center of the world. The days of hardship and
sweat bore fruit to the abundance and prosperity of today. But the
home in my heart has not changed. I take in the pulsating life into
my heart. In the solidarity of togetherness, we are beautiful. Jeju
is now making its place in the home of the world. Oreum, like
this, connects all through emotional solidarity.
6

Morning of Oreum ⓒHan-jong Kang
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ⓒ Il-sup Yi
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Jeju’s Best Oreums

The Season of Oreum: Climbing Oreums in Fall
Written and photographed by Chang-jip Kim

Fall is the season of Oreums. The green leaves bloom into seas of red while the fruits grow heavier.
Even more, the wildflowers in the meadows open up their blossoms and let their colors and scent spread
to the rest of the meadow. It is, after all, a fortunate time to be in Jeju: one can climb any Oreum and
take in the scenery at one’s leisure.
Oreums lean skyward toward the Halla Mountain, as if waiting for the people to visit them. They offer
their sanctuary and safety, whoever the visitors happen to be. Here are some of the fine Oreum that one
can visit in this season of Oreums.
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Northern region, the chief Oreum of all

Eoseungsaengak
The Oreum calls out to me. I cannot live without them. Even today, I climb
the Oreum. Each step past the management ofﬁce of the Hallasan
National Park on the northern side of Eorimok Square brings back
memories of the horses that must have galloped through the ﬁelds of
Eoseungsaengak. ‘Indeed, the royal horse must have been truly hardy
horses if they were to gallop on the slope.’
Eoseungsaengak is an Oreum situated on the northern side of Eorimok
Square, on the foot of the Halla Mountain: it is one of the two Oreum in
Hallasan National Park that one can climb. It is also an Oreum that many
people seek out when the entrance to Halla Mountain is blocked due to
imclement weather or time limitations. It boasts excellent hiking trails
leading up to the peak, which on fair weather conditions provide a
stunning view of the area around the Halla Mountain. An old military
facility, built in the Japanese Forced Occupation period, is located on the
top of the Oreum. The facility, registered as the 307th Registered Cultural
Heritage of Korea, served as the backup command center of the 58th Army
Command as well as the very last line of defense after the capture of
Gamaoreum cave bases. It testiﬁes to the brutality of Imperial Japan in
forcing local residents to build the base at the very end of the Paciﬁc War.

It is the second largest Oreum in the 368 Oreums of the island, behind
Gunsan Oreum. There is a crater lake with a circumference of about 250m
right next to the peak. The Oreum is located next to three local bodies
of water, with Oedocheon and Dogeuncheon streams starting from the
foot of the Oreum in its southwest and eastern parts of Oreum,
respectively, and Hanbark reservoir to the north. The peak offers an
excellent view of the area around the Halla Mountain, with Keundeure
Oreum, Jokeundeure Oreum, Mansae Dongsan, and Sajebi Dongsan.
The name of the Oreum, or Eoseungsaengak, is recorded on Won-jin Lee’s
<Chronicles of Tamra (Tamraji, 1653)> to be “named so because the foot
of the Oreum is home to the royal horse ranch”, but many contemporary
scholars argue that the name derives from the Sino-Korean transcription
of the local name, ‘Eoseseung’. In the 21st year of King Jeongjo (1797),
it is also said that “a dragon-horse (powerful steed) was born under the
mountain. Upon presenting the horse to the royal palace as it was
designated as the royal steed, and the region was awarded Nojeong as
the royal steed, and the region was rewarded accordingly.”
Location Mountain 218, Haean-dong, Jeju-si, Jeju Special Self-governing
Province

Darangshi Oreum

Eoseungsaengak
Ttarabi Oreum
Geum Oreum
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Yeongari
Oreum

Beopjeongak

The Queen of the Eastern Oreums

Darangshi Oreum
Darangshi Oreum, voted ‘the most impressive Oreum’ in 2010’s poll
conducted by the Self-governing Province, is the epitome of Oreums: its
symmetrical, conical shape and the deep carter are often thought to be
representative of the geological structure of Oreum. It also enjoys fame
from its excellent view of the surrounding country as well as its
involvement in the tragedy of ‘Darangshi Tunnel Incident’ during the April
3rd Incident.
Darangshi is also the home of the story of Dal-han Hong, who was known
for his ﬁlial piety and loyalty. Born in Goseong, Jeongeui-hyeon (currently
on the eastern part of the island), he was well-known for his deep love
toward his parents. When King Sukjong of Joseon passed away in 1720,
he built a shrine on top of this Oreum, holding a memorial service on the
ﬁrst and 15th day of the lunar month. His story eventually reached the

Eoseungsaengak

royal palace, whereupon he was awarded a royal commendation: a
memorial of ﬁlial piety still stands between Goseong-ri and Soosan-ri in
Seongsan-eup area.
The top of the Oreum features a deep and large conical crater. The ovalshaped crater is nearly 1,500m large in terms of outer circumference,
with the northern side being comparatively ﬂat while the southern side
being as deep as Baekrokdam of Halla Mountain, 115m. The ﬂoor of the
crater is lined with silver grass, while pine trees grow along the slope.
Fall brings the colors of cedars, globethistle, insularis, northeastern
scabious, and other wildﬂowers.
Akkeundarangshi, a smaller Oreum, is situated next to the Darangshi
Oreum. ‘Akkeun’ in Jeju language being ‘the second’, Akkeundarangshi
takes after the grace of the Darangshi. It is often used as a local
playground by children after the grasses are cut in Fall. Darangshi Oreum
also is home to the lost village of Darangshi and the remains of 11 victims
during the April 3rd Incident.
Location Mountain 6, Sehwa-ri, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju Special Selfgoverning Province

Darangshi Oreum

Eoseungsaengak Crater
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Paragliding Hotspots in Western Regions

Seogwipo A Resting Place for Citizens

Geum Oreum

Beopjeongak

Geum Oreum, as the old name (Geomeun Oreum, literally the dark Oreum)
indicates, was once heavily forested. The events of the April 3rd Incident,
however, burned down all the vegetation on the Oreum, with even the
lakes being dried out as a result. One can only see water in the Oreum
after a rainy day. When water is sufﬁcient on the Oreum, however, the
basin reﬂects the scenery of the Halla Mountain, attracting large numbers
of photographers. Two military caves are tunneled into the side of the
slope.
Because there is a road leading up to the peak, and because the area is
devoid of vegetation, the village has decided to set up a paragliding spot
on the peak. Visitors can glide down from the peak to the landing pad in
the center of the village. With this, the village has become a hot place
for paragliders, who ﬂock to the village to enjoy the good weather and
the view.
A public project in September 2009 opened 2km of hiking trails around
and on the Oreum. After one crosses two springs from the parking lot,
one can ﬁnd two trails leading to the surrounding area and the Oreum
itself in addition to the cemented road. The hiking trip around the Oreum
takes about two hours in a trail that leads the hikers around the Oreum
ﬁrst, then to the Oreum itself.
Location Mountain 1-1, Geumak-ri, Hanrim-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju Special Selfgoverning Province

Beopjeongak, the site of Seogwipo Natural Recreation Forest, shows a
striking diversity of ecosystems despite not being a very high Oreum. The
surrounding areas feature forests of old cedar and ash centered around
a clear valley. It features a wide variety of activities including the hiking
lodge, recreation center, camping site, hiking trails, observation deck,
biodiversity trail, children’s playground, a pavillion and training facilities.
Beopjeongak is a conical volcanic body with a distinct lack of a crater,
surrounded by deciduous forests. A Buddhist temple called Beopjeongsa
is located on the southeastern corner of the valley, and a spring is located
behind the temple. The eastern side of the Oreum ﬂows into a deep valley
with steep sides, while the western side features gentle slopes inhabited
by a long belt of forests. The ridge of the Oreum stretches lengthwise
from North to South.
The area behind the temple is the starting point of course 1 in Halla
Mountain Dulle-gil Hiking Trail. The trail includes historical sites such as
former site of Beopjeongsa, the center of resistance movement during
the Japanese Forced Occupation; former barracks, symbolizing the turmoil
of the April 3rd Incident; historical sites of slash-and-burn farmers and
kiln. Natural attractions including hinoki and camellia colonies add
historical testimonials on the ecosystem of Hallasan forests. The trail
spans 9km from Beopjeongsa - shiitake mushroom farm - Si Oreum Donnaeko Camping Site.
Muo Beopjeongsa Resistance Movement is the ﬁrst and the largest
resistance movement to the Japanese Occupation in 1919, 5 months
before the March 1st Movement. It is also the largest armed resistance
movement by religious groups in 1910s. It played a signiﬁcant role in the
general development of resistance throughout the nation in 1919 along
with March 1st Movement.
Location Mountain 1, Hawon-dong, Seogwipo-si, Jeju Special Selfgoverning Province

ⓒ장덕지
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The Place to See Silver Grass in Fall

The Best Sunrise and Sunset in Oreums

Ttarabi Oreum

Yeongari Oreum

While the reputation has been somewhat lost over the years, Ttarabi
Oreum was the Oreum to go to during fall. The ﬁeld of silver grass
stretches to the peak from the foot of the mountain, offering a
breathtaking sight of the rolling hills tempered by soft ridges. The three
craters, each developing into small ponds in a rainy day, and the
ensemble of peaks also add to the effect. The types of wildﬂowers in the
Oreum are simply too expansive to count. Grass of parnassus, Japanese
lady bell, gentian, Japanese ginger ﬂower, Jeju Dalguji Flower, Thunberg’s
gerarnium, Siberian cranebills, Chinese cinquefoil, and many others grace
the ﬁeld in autumn. Ranches in Jeju were divided into 10 Sojangs, with
the exception of Namwon-eup’s Noksanjang, Pyoseon-myeon’s Sangjang,
and Jocheon-eup’s Chimjang. Noksanjang was located in the areas near
Soroksan and Daeroksan mountains, near the Jedong Mokjang ranch. It
was once the ranch of Man-il Kim, the famous rancher of Joseon period.
The city of Seogwipo invested nearly KRW 500 million in 2011 in order
to build ‘Gapmajang-gil’, a road crisscrossing the 7.5 million ㎡ of
common ranch in the village. The road used to stretch for 20km, but with
the addition of ‘Jjolbeun Gapmajang-gil’, the city has limited the operation
of the road to the 10km stretch of the road that circles around the Ttarabi
Oreum and Daeroksan mountain.
Location 62 Gasi-ri, Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju Special Selfgoverning Province

Yeongari Oreum is surrounded by 4 Oreums of Eo Oreum in the east;
Hanuibogi Oreum in the west; Mabogi Oreum in the south, and Idoni
Oreum in the north. It is often called ‘Seoyeongari’ (literally the Yeongari
of the west) because of the fact that fact that Mulyeongari and
Yeomunyeongari Oreums are located to the east of the Halla Mountain.
Its distinguishing feature is that the center of Oreum features heavy
presence of rocks. Large rocks make their nest on the ridge close to the
peak, with two rocks seemingly facing each other in a conversation and
other rocks with various postures scattered around them. The southern
ridge also features huge rocks to the foot of the Oreum, with a craterlike pond in the bottom and a stream leading off into the northern part
of the Oreum.
‘Yeong.’ literally means ‘holy’ and is taken to be the namesake of the
Oreum by many. Inscriptions on the graves in the surrounding areasa also
mark the Oreum as ‘Yongwahak,’ or the prone dragon. The top of the
Oreum is linked by a ridge connecting the northern and southern peaks,
surrounding a horseshoe-shaped crater with depression in the west.
Excluding some areas with cedars and pine trees, the peak features heavy
presence of thorny vines and silver grass whereas the southern ridge
features a forest with various types of wood. On a clear day, one can see
a variety of Oreums to the southeast of Halla Mountain as well as
Sangbangsan Mountain and Gunsan Oreum in the distance to the South,
The view shines especially in sunrise and sunset. A small cave is located
to the north of the spring, hosting local refugees ﬂeeing from the April
3rd Incident.
Location Mountain 24, Sangcheon-ri, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju
Special Self-governing Province
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Jeju’s Horses and Pastoral Culture

‘Home of the Horses’ Pastoral Heritage of Jeju
Written and photographed by Man-ik Kang

Pastoral culture refers to the rearing of horses or cows on grassland. The people of Jeju
developed an elaborate culture of pastoralism using grassland in Jungsangan region of Halla
Mountain (200 - 600m above sea level). The Jungsangan region has an abudance of land,
Oreum, streams, and volcanic plains. The lack of predators and warm winters made the
region a prime target for pastoral economy. Jeju was thus known to everyone in Joseon
period as the producers of nation’s finest horses, which is enshrined in the old proverb
“When men are born, send them to Seoul. When horses are born, send them to Jeju.”
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Eungsangbaek, one of the 8 Steeds
ⓒFrom National Museum of Korea

Jeju’s most famous horse is the Jorangmal
(Ponies). Jorangmal is supposedly named
because it excels in ‘Joromoro’ running,
where the back of the horse maintains
horizontal orientation even during full
gallop. Jorangmal was one of the types of
horses that were sent by the Mongol
Empire to be raised in ‘Tamra Mokjang’
(Tamra Ranch) in Jeju at the end of Goryeo
period. They tend to be docile, firm-footed
and resistant to disease, although they tend
to be they tend to be smaller than other
horses. The horse of Jeju are named after
their colors, including Garamal (black),
Jeokdamal (red), Chongma (gray) and
Buru (spotted).
General Seong-gye Yi and Jeju horse
The founder of Joseon dynasty, Taejo of

Joseon or Seong-gye Yi (1335-1408), used
Jeju horse himself during his famous
revolution. The horse in question was
‘Eungsangbaek’, one of the famous
‘Paljunma (Eight Steeds) of Goryeo.
Eungsangbaek was named as such because
it was pure white, just like the frost of late
Fall. Drawings of Eungsangbaek are
accompanied by the caption ‘Saneo Jeju
Hoegun Sieo’, or the ‘horse from Jeju that
his highness had ridden during his return
from Euihwado. One of the Eungsangbaek
in the late Goryeo period had been offered
to then General Seong-gye Yi as a military
steed.
Jeju horses have not become extinct, but
rather have survived for over 700 years.
The Cultural Heritage Administration
designated Jeju horses as a natural
monument in order to preserve its
thoroughbred status, and the Jeju Province
Livestock Industry Promotion Center has
an open session for tourists in summer near
the May 16th Road.
Sipsojang, the Supplier of National Horses
Jeju horses were so acclaimed during the
Joseon period that they were not only
offered to the central government, but also
were sent to military offices and ranches
nationwide. During Yuan and Ming
dynasties of China, the horses were
supplied to China as well. Jeju horses lived
in pastoral areas in the Jungsangan. The
first ranch in Jeju was the Tamra Mokjang
in 1276, established by Yuan dynasty; it
was under Mongolian control for nearly
100 years. National Horse Ranches, or
Gukmajang, were installed in Jungsangan
region during the reign of King Sejong.
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Sangsan Bangmok in Hallasan Plateau ⓒYong-man Shin

Gukmajangs in the area were integrated
into 10 Sipsojangs during the late Joseon
period. Other sites include the Sanmajang,
where the famous rancher Man-il Kim and
his descendants managed the horses that
they had offered to the central government,
and the Modongjang, where the professional
ranching of cows took place.
Integration of Pastoralism with Agriculture
There are two kinds of pastoral cultures, or
pure pastoralism and the combined
pastoralism with agriculture. The building
of Jatseong, branding, and castration reflects
the pure pastoral cultures, whereas the
practice of Baryeong and Batbalbgi reflect
the influence of combined pastoralism.
Jatseong refers to stone fences designating
the former site of Gukmajang,
corresponding to the northern and southern
boundaries of Sipsojang. 「 Jeju Gyerok」
(Records of Jeju) list the Jatseong as
‘Jangwon’. It is divided into Hajatseong of
150-200m above sea level, Sangjatseong of
450-600m and Jungjatseong of 350-400m
above sea level. Branding was used to
denote accountability in the case of lost
flocks or damage caused to agricultural
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areas by livestock.
It was applied to the rear leg of the horse
or cow, bearing characters or symbols of
the owner. Tewoori refers to shepherds.
They knew intimately the names and
geographic information regarding the
movement of the livestock, such as Oreum,
streams and hills. Baekjungje rite, also
known as ‘Tewoori Mengjil’, was a
pastoral rite intended to wish the prosperity
of livestock in lunar July 14th. Baryeong
refers to manure produced by herding
livestock into a fallow land. It was a
wisdom acquired early on by the people of
Jeju in order to obtain the manure
necessary for farming in infertile soil.
Batbalbgi is a practice of herding livestock
into fields to step on the seeds, thereby
preventing the seeds from being blown
away by wind, after sowing.
Sangsan Bangmok refers to the free-range
raising of livestock in higher areas of
Hallasan plateau. It was used to provide
respite to the livestock from the heat of
summer until early 1980s, when the
livestock would be sent up to the cooler
Sangsan area.
Sangsan area (1,400m - 1,950m above sea
level) tends to be much cooler in summer
due to the altitude, and with the heavy
winds the damage from mites were much
less prominent. The area also featured
natural grasslands and plenty of water,
along with ‘Gwe’ or rock caves used to
avoid imclement weather. The practice of
Sangsan Bangmok necessitated the
participation of individuals who knew the
weather and climate conditions as well as
vegetation of Sangsan area. Batgalswe
refers to the male cow used to plow fields
in Jeju. Those without Batgalswe rented
them from the neighbors. Beonswe were
cows that were communally possessed,
with each family taking turns to tend to the
cow in a given area. Memswe refers to the
practice of renting out female cows by rich
homes to poorer homes, where the poorer
home would tend to the female cow and
get a share of the calf.

Modern Pastoralisms and Communal
Ranches
Communal ranches entered into the face of
Jeju island after 1930s upon the installation
of the Communal Ranch Cooperatives in
every village by the Japanese Occupation.
The people of Jeju had communal ranches
that housed the livestock during the
sweltering heat of summer, which the
Japanese Occupation had legalized into
communal ranches. The Cooperatives
consisted of members who were expected
to take part in communal projects such as
demarcation of boundaries through stone
fences, setting fire, repairing roads and
removing obstacles, and installing water
supply systems. The communal ranch in
the Sumang-ri, on the southern slope of
Mulyeongari Oreum, is an example of an
active ranch with Baekjungje.
The ranch has successfully averted the
‘tragedy of communal ranch’ by limiting

the number of livestock on the ranch,
preventing the soil from dying out. The
contract of the Cooperative has traces of
self-governing rules and regulations that
were used to manage communal assets.
The people of Jeju had the wisdom to
maintain sustainability in ranching, with
protection of grassland and water as well
as windbreak forests being the top priority.
The communal ranches, ranging up to 116
in 1930s, were halved to 54 in 2016. The
disappearance of communal ranches are
expected to cause a variety of problems
including contamination of groundwater,
removal of pastoral culture, acceleration of
soil erosion, and the weakening communal
ties. Thus, there must be a communal effort
to protect this communal practive. Other
ways of preserving pastoral culture in Jeju
must be provided in order to protect the
pastoral cultures as well.
Sangjatseong in Nokkome Oreum, 6-Sojang
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Sandam, the House of Spirits

Live Under Oreum, and Rest Under Oreum
Written and photographed by Yoo-jung Kim (Head of the Jeju Cultural Research Center)

All meeting presupposes the existence of parting.
As we must eventually descend after ascending
the contours of time, our joy also brings foreboding
of shadows moving soundlessly behind the scene.
Indeed, life is an existential struggle where there
is no certainty. Life manifests itself through the
litmus test of time, where history is prescribed to
those well known while memories are ascribed to
those fleeting recollections.
How many songs of life have passed through the
soils since the formation of Oreum? I have
thought about the joy and sadness seeping through
the earth of Oreum. It was an investigation of
death. Rites are created because of the thought
that a lone death is lonely, and thus not preferable.
Rites are, after all, found upon the presupposition
of an unknown world, and the passage from the
existential world into the afterlife.
My interest in death arose solely because of my
grandmother. She was, I believe, born in 1909.
She lavished special attention to the firstborn, me:
she would keep the food from the festivals and
feasts and wake me up at night to let me feast on
the food instead. When I grew up, she placed
wrinkled paper notes for ‘emergency’ into my
palm, and often quarreled with my mother to
allow me to study instead of working in the fields.
When she finally passed away at the age of 72, I
took out my Olympus camera and photographed
her funeral instead of assisting the rite. She was
temporarily buried in the field that one of my
relatives had tilted, currently near the Songak
Library, and was moved to the western slope of
Moseulbong after 7 days for the proper funeral. It
was almost 30 years ago. A stone fence was built
around her grave with the help of our villagers,
and the fence is still located on the western slope
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of Moseulbong these days.
“I buried my mother in the blue mountains, I
buried my father in the green mountains, and only
the tears flow when I pass through the two
Oreum”
Oreum, the Site of Farewells
Behold the Oreum, where the feelings of sadness
and warmth still lie in the soil. The numerous
mounds stretching across the fields are the last
memories of those who had left the world without
order, according to the story of the crow in the
‘Chasabonpuri’. Many of those who were once
fathers, wives and sons had returned to the nature.
If the divine exists in everything, the manifestation
of the divine is then the nature. We become divine
through the nature as well. This is the reason why
people of Jeju think of ancestors as becoming
‘Chosang (ancestral spirit)’ and protect the family’s
safety and prosperity once they pass away.
Ultimately, this is nothing more than the idea of
spirits that we have created for ourselves.
However, this belief this belief is also the reason
why families stay together, prosper together, and
the descendants exist to give respect to the rites.
Our ancestors look down at us like stars in the sky.
The fact that no descendant exists without
ancestors is the lineage of the blood relations.
Because all respect to ancestors start with myself,
and because I will eventually become ancestors
of my own descendants, it is important that I set
an example of respecting the rites so that the
descendants will respect the rites as well. The
central feature of Confucianism in Joseon period
was the familial organization of myself and the
society, and the realization of filial piety based on
that ideal.

1. Funeral procession toward Moseulbong (1981)
2. Funeral rite, with the banner being spead over the cofﬁn (1981)
3. The Sandam of the Oreum ⓒNam-soo Ko

1

2
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The Tombs of Oreum, the Largest Pyramid on
Earth
Sandam is the fence of the dead. It is unique
among all cultures of the world to have stone
fences dedicated to the dead. Perhaps it is the
result of the natural environment and the
community values of Jeju leaving its effect on the
populace. But Sandam is inevitably a sanctified
area. Just as if it is a manifestation of Jeju people’s
views on life and death, Sandam is where the
spirits reside and Sandam is the divine shrine of
the Jeju people.
All cultures create divine sites of their own
through various methods. These sites are created
and worshipped according to the philosophical
basis of the cultural groups. We remember the
Pyramids, the grand tombs of Egyptian Pharaohs.
Pyramids proclaim their potency through their
rising to the sky. Its presence across the skyline
shows itself as the largest, grandest examples of
burial structures.
However, we realize that pyramids even grander
than the Egyptian Pyramids are built on Jeju
island. The clusters of Sandam across the island
reach into the corners of the island, showing its
sheer size.
We have, in essence, the largest pyramid laid
down onto the ground, and our own bodies will
add onto these pyramids as a part of our land.
The Errand-boy of Spirits, Dongjaseok
There is something special about Oreums in Jeju.
A close examination of Oreum or Sandam in the
agricultural area reveals small statues of boys,
called Dongjaseok. Dongjaseok in Jeju is an
amalgam of various religions, from Buddhism to
shamanism, Taoism and folk religion. Dongjaseok
is a burial carving that made its place among the
customs of Jeju. Dongjaseok literally refers to the
stones carved in the form of children.
It has been ascribed with multiple functions,
including worshipping, offering, protection,
decorative, shamanistic and play functions.
Dongjaseok usually reaches the height of 40㎝ 90㎝, with 10㎝ - 20㎝ of stones being buried
underground. Its proportion usually ranges from
2.5 to 4, with the facial area possessing a large
part of the body.
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Dongjaseok are usually set up within the Sandam,
on the lowest step of the burial mound. Most of
the burial mounds in Jeju follow the format of two
Dongjaseok; or a tombstone, Dongjaseok and
Mangjuseok (stone posts); or tombstone, Dongjaseok,
Mungwanseok (stone statue of a civil official),
and Mangjuseok. The order varies from mound to
mound, however.
Jeju’s Dongjaseok is notable in that it does not
conform to the Buddhist tradition of the Dongjaseok
found in mainland Korea: despite the tradition of
Dongjaseok being most likely spread by the
visitors from mainland as well as civil officials
and aristocrats, it was recreated in the image of
Jeju, achieving an appearance that is distinct from
all others.
Art breathes for life
When art is oriented towards life, humas become
‘HomoAestheticus’, as the evolutionary psychologist
Ellen Dissanayake had formulated it. The
aesthetical ability of humans is an integral part of
human psyche, and art is the centerpiece of the
human revolution. Dissanayake argues that all
human beings throughout the history of the
human species has carried out acts that we
consider to be art.
Individuals express their view from their
standpoint through their own language, but
communal aesthetics are socialized through the
interaction of the community, based on the latent
ethical and contractual obligations that form the
backbone of the community.
This process of socialization leaves indelible
marks of ‘social need’ or ‘social imperative’, or
those acts that are necessitated by the limitations
of the age, onto the world of today through
massive structures like Sandam.
Thus, the “social imperative” of Sandam was
decided by neo-Confucianism, the dominant
political ideology of the age; however, the ‘social
need’ for Sandam combines the various factors of
geography, or Jeju’s status as a frontier region; the
pastoral industrial basis of the island; the
geological character of the volcanic island; the
climate of the island and finally the character of
the islanders.
Theoretically speaking, the emergence of Sandam

can be interpreted to be a part of the general
importance given to ancestral worship. However,
the examination of social need in the context of
the history of Sandam reveals that Sandam is a
structure based on the direct realities of the island.
The development of Sandam necessitated aesthetical
integration of various styles over its history, which
can be observed in the circular Sandam transforming
into those with square front and circular back
slope, and the rectangular Sandam transforming
into trapezoidal ones. These changes imply the
evolution of aesthetics in Jeju culture.
An examination of the morphology of Sandam
reveals that there is a consistent change from
straight lines to curves, and perpendicular angles
to acute angles: the overall character of Sandam
accordingly is not one of static presence, but that
of progress, ‘toward the sea with the mountain on
the back’. This mode of expression seems to
indicate the desire to institute changes on the
object, a fundamental desire of human beings, or
the expression of individual character upon
repetition.
Despite being a typr of stone fence, Sandam is
distinguished from other forms of stone fences in

that it is directly related to the culture of death.
Sandam carries a host of taboos, such as that no
one should meddle with the stones in Sandam or
jump over the Sandam without a valid reason.
Other beliefs imbue the Sandam with more
humane qualities, such as the belief that Sandam’s
spirit would protect wayfarers who had lost their
way.
From various reasons, Sandam conjures unconscious
feelings of closeness and goodness to the people
of Jeju. It is because Sandam has naturally set into
the hearts of the people of Jeju through 600 years
of its history. Thus, Sandam can also be taken to
be an example of geographical art installation that
was not formed with any explicit purpose, despite
being a massive structure that nevertheless blends
into the scenery and the Oreum of the island.
Sandam blends into the natural environment. Its
dynamic appearance according to the passage of
the seasons reveal a vibrant drive that reminds us
of the lives and cultures of those who had passed
before us. In the surprised faces of the visitors,
Sandam establishes its place as a piece of
geographical art, alongside the beautiful island
and its Oreum.

Stone ﬁgures within the Sandam
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The Blue and Deep Night of Fall in Jeju

‘Star of Longevity’ Meet the Canopus
Written by Bong-taek Yoon
(Chairman of Federation of Artistic & Cultural Organization of Korea, Seogwipo Branch)

The stars in the sky guide our way.
When we follow the autumn wind toward Seogwipo, we can find the most exquisite star of lfe on earth.
It is the star that Tojeong Ji-ham Lee, the author of the book of divinations 「Tojeong Bigyeol」,
had climbed the Halla Mountain three times to see.
It is also the ‘star of longevity’ that Chusa Jeong-hui Kim had opened the door of his thatched house to see.
It is the star of Canopus, the star of the old man.

← The star Canopus, photographed in Halla Mountain. It shines above the sky of Seogwipo.

ⓒOh-chul Kwon
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1.2. Canopus and the surrounding constellations
Photographed on 5:58 a.m., early October, at the roadside of 1100 Road, 550m above sea level.

Even if we are not considering the verse of
Arirang, which states “Just as there are many stars
in the clear sky, there are also many dreams in our
hearts”, the sky is full of stars that are scattered
across its arms. Perhaps there are too many stars
for the people of modernity to consider one theiir
own. There are no stars in our sky in the city, and
because we no longer look at the stars we fear the
uncertainty that characterizes our future. But our
ancestors have observed the stars to open their own
futures. If the stars do not exist in the sky, no one
can take even a single step in the right direction.
Stars have functioned as cosmic guides, the one
and only beacon in the massive expanse of the
space. One of such beacons is the star of Canopus.
which can only be seen in the horizon of
Seogwipo. The star of Canopus, or the ‘star of
longevity’, lies 310 light-years away from the
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Earth. A book of astronomy, written during the Qin
period of China, has stated that “once the star
shows up in the sky, all under the heaven find
peace, and people find health and longevity”. This
was the reason why the star was named Suseong ,
or the ‘star of life’, and the Chinese refers to it as
being a part of the sacred Fulushou in the folk
religions. The star also has significance in the
Western cultures: the flag of Brazil bears 27 stars,
with the 10th star being the Canopus. Canopus is
the brightest star of the Carina constellation, also
called Alpha (α) Carinae. It is the second brightest
star in the nighttime sky after Sirius. Lying at the
declination of -52° 41´, it is one of the two stars
used by airplanes and ships south of the Equator
for navigation with Alpha Crucius. This is because
Canopus is the brightest star in the areas below 40°
south of Equator.

3. Suseong Noindo (The Old Man of Canopus) / Joseon period, 107.7×61.8
ⓒThe National Museum of Korea
The painting depicts the personiﬁcation of Suseong (Canopus).
Suseong in the painting is depicted with an elongated head and short body.
It is said to preside over the life of people, and bring peace and
longevity to the nation and the people.
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Why then was the Canopus associated with the life
of human beings and the peace of the nations? One
of the dearest wishes of humankind is longevity.
One does not use the character Su before the age
of 100. Only when one becomes 100 is one
referred as Sangsu, and those living beyond the
age of 120 are referred to as Chunsu. Chunsu, in
this case, is the two passages of Hwangab (age of
60), meaning an extraordinarily long life with
good health.
The conversation today is all about ‘not simply living
longer than others, but rather living longer with
health’. This is the reason why so many flock to the
well-being and health markets, despite the steep
prices. All indicators of quality of life are also directed
toward a long, healthy life. In other words, long and
healthy life has become one of the paramount values
of the human beings around the world.

But sadly, the star that is said to rule over the
length and health of life is only observable in
Seogwipo in Korea. This is because the star lies at
the latitude of -52°, and Seogwipo is one of the
southernmost points of Korea. And because the
majesty of Halla Mountain blocks the view of the
star, the areas north of Halla Mountain cannot see
the star at all. And the star does not show up all the
time across the sky of Seogwipo. Because of its
position, Canopus is only visible from the latter
half of September to early April. The time for
observation, accordingly, varies. Because the
rotation of the Earth takes 23 hours and 56 minutes
to complete, the timeframe for the observation of
Canopus is pushed back counter-clockwise for 4
minutes from morning to evening every day.
Canopus appears during fall at about 5 a.m., but
disappears with the sunrise near early Spring.
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Cheonsang Yeolcha Bunyajido / 19th Century, Scroll, 112×79.5 ⓒThe National Museum of Korea
This is a rubbing of the star map carved into stone in 1395 (4th year of King Taejo), depicting 1,467 constellations with lunar mansions, 3 concentric circles
and various other celestial bodies. Canopus in the map is marked ‘Noin (old man)’ with a white circle in the southern side of the map.
The size of the circle denotes the brightness of the star.
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When one looks at the stars, one automatically lifts
one’s head to the sky. This is because of the notion
that the sky is above one’s head. However, one is
actually standing in the middle of the space. Sky
is present everywhere. The obstructions in our
vision render them invisible from our perspective.
One has, however, no way of telling which star is
what once one lifts up one’s head to the stars. It is
because these days one does not have a star of
one’s own. It is also because one does not look at
the stars anymore, due to the dizziness and pain on
the neck one gets by looking up at the sky.
But one can see Canopus on one’s eye level in
Seogwipo. Canopus, seen from Seogwipo, is
located 4° above the horizon. Because it is located
on the southern sky, the timeframe for observation
changes seasonally. For example, the star is only
observable for 1 to 2 hours from September to
mid-October, up to 4 hours during December, and
back to 1 to 2 hours in early March.
But the best time to observe Canopus is from
October 5th to November 20th, because the
weather during this period is excellent. Any period
of time after that is marked by the dust blowing
from China and the sea fog in the horizon,
preventing Canopus from establishing its presence.
Donggye On Jeong, a well-known scholar of NeoConfucianism during Joseon period, left a host of
poetry regarding Canopus during his exile to
Daejeonghyeon from 1614 to 1623, commenting
that the longevity of the people in this region is not
a coincidence. Chusa Jeong-hui Kim, who also
was exiled to Daejeonghyeon from 1840 to 1848,

found solace in the presence of Canopus: his
thatched house was even named ‘Suseong
Chodang’ after Suseong, or Canopus.
Cheongeum Sang-heon Kim, an advocate of
military action during the Qing Invasion of Korea,
expressed his sadness at not being able to see the
Canopus during his 6-month stay in Jeju as a royal
envoy in 1601. King Sejong the Great was also
eager to observe the star to the extent that he sent
an agent to Halla Mountain to locate the Canopus.
During the construction of a garden for his Queen
Mother Hong in Hwaseong, King Jeongjo ordered
the ornament to be embroidered with Canopus for
the longevity and health of his mother. Canopus is
also the star of「Seongdan Hyangeui」, the royal
rite of stars that King Jeongjo had composed
himself for the agriculture and health of the people.
It is better to choose the Jungsangan area or the
Sanrok Road for observation of Canopus because
there is less light pollution there than the coastal
areas. But the best place of all would be on top of
the Oreum in nighttime.
Gogeunsan would be the best choice in Seogwipo
area, but virtually any Oreum allowing for
nighttime climbing would suffice for an unparalled
view of Canopus. Settling down gently upon the
waves of silver grass ruffled by autumn wind, the
Canopus is the star that lights up the sky of
Seogwipo.
Walk with your loved ones under the sunlit sky this
fall to wish for your health and happiness together.
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Eastern night sky from parking lot at Sanbangsan Mountain (above), Sony α99, Samyang 14mm F2.8 (F2.8, 15, ISO 800)
Night sky above Cteshphon, on the way to St. Isidore Farm (below), Sony α99, Samyang 14mm F2.4 (F2.8, 30, ISO 800)
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Taking Stellar Pictures:

Constellations of
Night Sky
Fantasia Dancing
in the Lenses
Written and photographed by Hyeon-seok Jeon
(President of Hamo Guest House)

The neverending heat of summer is drawing to
a close these days. These days, we can feel the
fall approaching with cool winds between the
warm sunshine. A nighttime trip to see the stars
seems to be like an invitation into the beautiful
world of fantasy. One catches the glimpses of the
ancestors who had created numerous stories
from the past in the coolness and the depth of
the night sky.
I take the four stars that shine brighter than any,
and join them together to form a square and
eventually the Pegasus. I imagine the beautiful
Andromeda, Perseus her hero, and the queen
Cassiopeia. A shooting star blazing across the sky
joins everyone in the moment together.
It would certainly be worth it to leave the starry
night of Jeju as a photograph. But without
adequate research, it is often difﬁcult to ﬁnd the
spots where the tripod and the camera can pull
off a worthwhile job. One needs to prepare in
order to come up with an excellent picture. That
is, one needs to think about ‘when, where and
how’ one will take the picture.

Constellations in fall (October, 9 p.m.)
★ marks the brightest stars (ﬁrst magnitude stars) that can be seen from naked eye.
Smaller stars mark darker stars in night sky.
ⓒ Gana Publishing Company

Constellations (above) ﬁlmed on top of 1100 Highland.
(The same photograph can be obtained regardless of location if the night sky is oriented properly.)

October, 11:30 p.m. (Sony α99 + Samyang polar 8mm F3.5)
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Shooting stars and Seogeondo Island, November, 2:40 a.m.
Sony ILCE-7M2 Sigma 24mm F1.8 (F2.8, 30, ISO 800)

When?
Astrophotography requires good visibility of the
stars. While a number of factors inﬂuence the
visibility of the stars, the four most important ones are the
weather, air pollution, moon phase and light pollution.
The most important of the four is the weather. It is common
sense that a cloudy day or rainy day would blot out the stars.
The second most important is the air pollution. If there is a lot
of ﬁne dust in the air, the dust obscures the stars directly.
Refractions from the airborne dust also tend to make the effects
of light pollution worse. In contrast, a truly clear air allows
photography even under moonlight or the presence of ﬁshing
boats because the effects of light pollution are much less. The
third factor is the moon phase. Like the effects of light pollution,
if the moon is too bright it is difﬁcult to see the stars. Also, the
difference in the brightness of the moon and the stars make it
difﬁcult to place inside the frame during photography. However,
the moon also allows for creative usage of its light depending
on the method. The fourth is the light pollution. While the
nighttime in Jeju is becoming ever brighter, some places offer
enough darkness for the photographers, such as Yongnuni
Oreum, the parking lot of the Gimnyeong Maze Park, 1100
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Highland and Mabang Mokji. Most of these factors can be also
researched through the Internet and a number of smartphone
applications for easier prediction.
Where?
If the date is set, one must decide upon the place of
photography. Where shall I go? As mentioned earlier,
the best place is the place without any light pollution. Moreover,
the place must also allow for a clear view of the object as well.
While a photograph of the nighttime sky is beautiful on its own,
other objects such as a lone tree, island, or interesting structures
create a much more engaging narrative for the photograph.
How?
Astrophotography can be divided into wide-angle
photography, including star point and trails, and
nebula and astrophotography, where a number of devices
including telephoto lens, astronomical telescope, equatorial
telescope and other post-processing methods. What I will focus
on this article is the astrophotography without the usage of
equatorial telescopes.

Basic equipment
Camera and tripod / DSLR or Mirrorless cameras with
wide-angle lenses are preferred for astrophotography.
Stars are basically placed down onto the photograph as bright dots
of light, both in wide-angle and telephotography. This makes wideangle photography, which allows more stars per frame than
telephotography, more suited for our present purpose: wide-angle
photography also has the beneﬁt of minimizing the effect of trails
due to Earth’s rotation. For reference, I use a full-frame body with
14mm and 24mm lenses for my own photography. There are some
smartphones, action cams and point-and-shoot digital cameras that
allow for star photography as well. While tripods should be sturdy
in order to prevent wobbling in the wind, virtually anything can be
utilized so long as it is able to stabilize the camera during the time
the shutter is open.
Additional equipments
Release (remote control) / While one can simply take a
single picture, one can also create photographs
depicting star trails or time lapse ﬁlms capable of showing the
movement of the stars. Releases are used to keep the shutter open
for hours in this case. Latest models offer release control through
smartphones, but because of battery concerns with wi-ﬁ connections
and other factors it is recommended that release switches are used
for photography.
Setting
F 2.8, 30, ISO 800
This is a widely used setting in astrophotography. One
must keep in mind that the lens focus should be
operated manually. If the lens focus is set to automatic, the lack of
light will prevent the camera from taking the picture. One can use
the inﬁnity focus with the lens set to manual, or use a faraway light
source to set the focus.

Timelapse photography (Photoshop CS6)
1. Put together the photographs that will be used to create a
timelapse ﬁlm.
2. Select ‘Open File’ in Photoshop.
3. Find the folder in step 1, select the ﬁrst ﬁle, check the Image
Sequence option at the bottom of the folder, and select ‘open’.
4. Choose the frame rate from the Frame Rate window. Once the
ﬁle opens, run Render Video command from File / Export to
create the ﬁlm.

Creating star trails
One can use the program Startrails to create star trail
photography conveniently.
This open-source program can be downloaded for free at
http://www.startrails.de/.
※RAW format is recommended over JPG for astrophotography.
Astrophotography requires a lot of attention during post-processing
because of light pollution, white balance, and differences in exposure and
like. RAW ﬁles have much greater resolution than JPG ﬁles because it
maintains the original resolution. This shows that RAW ﬁles have much
greater color sensitivity and allows greater ﬂexibility in post-processing
steps for exposure and white balance. It is also useful to learn how to use
post-processing tools, such as Photoshop or Lightroom.
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ⓒJae-cheol Seo

The Stories of 3 Maltewoori

“Where did this Horse Go?”
Written by Seon-hee Kim (Free Contributor)

“어러러러러~ 요놈의 생이 어디레 감시,
이디레 오라 어러러러러~”
(“Alalalala~ Where did this Horse Go”
Come hither, alalalala~”)

This is the sound that the Maltewoori of Jeju used to make, and the sound
that was commonplace even to 20 to 30 years ago. Jeju always had
excellent conditions for pastoral industry. Jungsangan areas of Halla
Mountain has wide grasslands with abundant precipitation and temperate
climate all around the year, providing prime conditions for the pastures
that the horses feed upon to grow. Combined with the ‘Maltewoori’ of
Jeju, with their professional skills in horse raising, the island of Jeju has
historically been renowned for their horses. ‘Maltewoori’ refers literally
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to those who tend to horses. However, there are special skills associated
with caring for horses. Maltewoori of Jeju have a wide variety of unique
skills, such as leading the horses, distinguishing between different types
of pastures, ﬁnding water for horses and shelter for emergency situations.
Horses were one of the most important necessities in the lives of people
in Jeju. They provided precious labor power to agriculture, milling, or
transportation of heavy goods. Once the work for the current farming
season was over, the horses would be handed off to Maltewoori to be
grazed to grassland areas. Every village used to have at least one or two
Maltewoori. A life of professional Maltewoori began at the age of 7 to 8.
They sought out pastures in Jungsangan area of Jeju, leading the horses
from spring to early winter to distances at least 3 to 4 hours away from
villages. After arriving at the pasture, they would graze the horses on the
ﬁelds and sometimes live with the horses for 2 to 3 days, or up to a week.

Mr. Gye-won Yang of Eoeum-ri, Aewol-eup

“The conditions for a
successfuly Maltewoori are
perserverence and interest”

Mr. Gye-won Yang, at the age of 68 for this
year, is one of the Maltewoori: his family
had traditionally been in the business for 12
generations at Eoeum-ri of Aewol-eup, for
350 years of tending to the horses. Mr.
Yang also joined on the family trade
following the examples of his father and his
grandfather, who were both Maltewoori.
After graduating from the pastoral
department of the Jeju Agricultural High
School, he began his life as a professional
Maltewoori.
He believes that there are two conditions
that one must fulfill to lead a successful
career as a Maltewoori: that is, one must
have ‘perseverance and interest’ toward
horses. Mr. Yang’s definition of ‘interest’
includes having both an interest to the
horses and loving the horses as well.
It is often quite difficult to manage the
horses, who enjoy galloping across the
wide fields and are easily frightened. One
must maintain a long period of communication
and empathy with the horses to learn their
behavior and recognize their status from
their appearances. He also emphasizes the
Mr. Gye-won Yang forming hayrolls for his livestock over winter
role of ‘perseverance’. Perseverance in his
term refers to the perseverance of being not
dominated by profit, selling off the horses
and taking on more horses in pursuit of
Mr. Yang was able to get a house and a field of his own,
profit, but rather a consistent effort in raising the horses.
Eoeum-ri, situated in the middle of a wide grassland, has and even provide for the education and marriage of his two
been an excellent place for horse trade. Most of the villagers sons. These days, however, Maltewoori and their way of
had raised horses of their own, but during the April 3rd life are a rare sight.
Incident, many of the villagers were deprived of their While the development of a racetrack in Jeju offered the
horses, some even being set on fire: this resulted in a opportunity of producing race horses in Jeju, the demand is
much less than the horses of Maltewoori in their prime.
constant decline in the horse trade of the village.
At its prime the village saw some excellent profits from the Mr. Yang had spent his entire life with horses as a Maltewoori.
horse trade. Everyone took part in helping each other during Although he wishes that his youngest son would continue
agricultural seasons, stomping the ground to settle the seeds the family trade, he speaks with sadness in his eyes, that “I
in and helping out with the neighbors for a small compensation. would probably be the last Maltewoori here”.
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Mr. Chan-hyung Lee,
Chungsu-ri, Hankyeong-myeon

“Horses grazed in the wild
are the healthier ones.”

Mr. Chan-hyung Lee (76) is a respectable
veteran of Maltewoori business with 45
years of experience. He is raising about 30
horses in Chungsu-ri, Hankyeong-myeon.
Contrary to the recent trend of enclosing
the horses in the field with industrial feed,
however, Mr. Lee lets his horses graze in
the fields. Perhaps because of this, his
horses seem to have that vitality of the wild
in them. Mr. Lee nevertheless skillfully
domesticated the horses. He puts the bridle
on the horses, teach them how to be led and
trains them.
He first began his job at the age of 18, and
back then the communal pasture in the
village had multiple Maltewoori managing
up to 500 horses at a time. Those horses
were both indispensable parts of agriculture
and daily life. The Maltewoori played
significant roles in agriculture as well.
They were in charge of putting up to 30
horses in a single field, and stomping the
A foal appears when Mr. Chan-hyung Lee calls out “Alalalala waah~” in the forest
fields so that the seeds will not be blown
away by wind. There is apparently some
difference in the calls of Maltewoori
between the east and the western regions.
The calls of the Maltewoori, “alalalala
waah~, alalala daldari daldeol irae ora~”, soothe the succesor lined up for the role. His eldest son and his wife
are the next in line for the family business.
difficult labor in the fields.
Even after the April 3rd Incident, where most of the horses Mr. Chan-hyung Lee takes pride in his horses, who are said
in the village were taken away, Mr. Lee still held onto the to be much more healthier than their peers because they live
tradition of Maltewoori. His dream is to increase the size freely across the grasslands. His reasons for raising the
of his herd from about 30 to 100. He thinks that the goal is horses are one of interest and love, rather than racing or
selling: a poignant reflection at the 45 years of his life with
well within his reach in the next 10 years.
His confidence is served well by the fact that he has a the horses.
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Mr. Gi-bong Kim of Waheul-ri, Jocheon-eup

“I hope the sounds of
Bat Bolligi (field stomping)
are kept alive for the next
generation.”

“We fret from here and there
and the Bat (ﬁeld) stomps clean and well
Alalala alala ho-ya!
I know these horses that stomp the ground here
they played in mountains hither there
Alalala aha alala ya orororo~”
Mr. Gi-bong Kim’s ‘Bat Bolligi (field
stomping)’ call is powerful and robust,
which is surprising considering his
advanced age of 85 this year.
He started the call when he embarked on
his calling as a Maltewoori at the age of 7
to 8 in his hometown, Waheul-ri of Jocheoneup. The ‘Bat Bolligi’ call naturally
accompanies the horses when they are led
out to the fields for stomping.
When Mr. Kim takes the lead, 4 other
Maltewoori receives the call with their own
calls.
Before the advent of cars, the Maltewoori
ran a thriving business. The horses were
sold off at the tidy profit of KRW 12,000
back then to other regions for their help in
agriculture and transportation. But after the
Mr. GI-bong Kim recalls the Bat Bolligi call
emergence of automobiles in Korea, the
horse industry declined quickly because of
the drastic reduction in demand. Although
Mr. Kim was forced to give up his trade in
lieu of orange farming, he still remembers vividly the Bat defining characteristics of the island. The history of
Bolligi call of his days yonder. Although the call no longer Maltewoori is no longer a history of individual, but rather
reverberates across the fields anymore, he still wishes for is an integral part of Jeju pastoralism as a whole. It is not
too late to safeguard the legacy. Festivals for Tewoori can
the successive generations to remember the call.
The call of Bat Bolligi or Maltewoori are disappearing be made to commemorate the lives of Tewoori, their life,
quickly across the landscape of Jeju. It is, after all, a sad their call and the rites that they used to conduct for their
fate to see the tradition of Maltewoori disappearing across well-being (Baekjungje). The history of Tewoori, after all,
the history of horses in Jeju, because their disappearance is still in progress.
marks the fading away of Jeju’s pastoral culture, one of the
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Oreums of Photographers Young-gap Kim, Nam-soo Ko

Oreum, the State of Nirvana
Written by Hyun-joo Ko (Photographer)

Jeju, that wonderous island full of soft curves with Oreums!
Oreums start from the Halla Mountain and dot the entirety of the island. Each wearing different
expressions, the numerous Oreum of the island mark its landscape in its wordless vigil. Oreum
symbolizes the island of Jeju. The mythical figure of Seolmundae Halmang, who carried stone and earth
on her skirt to create the island of Tamra, symbolizes maternal love. The earth that fell through the holes
in her skirt reportedly became the Oreum of the island. Oreum is also a site of life, and in death, the site
of burial for the people of Jeju. The Oreum live and breathe alongside the people of Jeju as such.
Climbing an Oreum, one can find that the world of nirvana awaits one in its bosom. A place of beauty
and tranquility, Oreum enraptures its visitors in its unassuming beauty. It does not assert nor decorate
itself, but merely shows its endless vitality. Photographers routinely seek out the best sceneries for
their work. Beauty of nature, to them, is an inexorable force that leaves them stunned and receptive to
its offerings.
The beauty of Oreum, in this respect, is in the beauty of its feminine curves. The soft ridges of Oreum
have inspired many artists in their search for beauty. The curves of Oreum offer tranquil, yet everchanging facets of life - it is at once humble and beautiful. The humble beauty of Oreum does not
assert itself in a sensual display of beauty, but rather a natural, flowing beauty. The beauty of Oreum
is at once difficult to notice, and takes many glances to fully appreciate it, but is ever present in our
daily lives and timeless because of its humility. It is shaped by the flow of time and the vines of the
ages past.
The pictures of Jeju’s foremost photographers, Nam-soo Ko and the late Young-gap Kim, bring into
realization the beauty of nature’s scenery, or ‘offerings of smoke and cloud’, as the poets of old had
put it. The pictures bring the ‘offerings of smoke and cloud’ to the surface of our consciousness,
reflecting our inner thoughts in its pensive surface. Their photography is deeply imbued with the scent
of time. As the world depicted in the picture settles into one’s heart, one steps into the standpoint of
the author. The heart of author, in other words, resonates with mine. It is the modern rendition of
mandala, the buddhist illustration of cosmic order. Everything melts into the curves and circles, and
fills the frame with peace.
From every creation of existence, there is a flashpoint in the form of ‘imagination’ hidden in it.
‘Imagination’ as the Mandala of the Heart
From the ‘existence’ of one, it flows between the many and the one in the energy of one’s consciousness.
It adds, disperses, gathers and spreads into the cosmic arena. From the progression of being to
becoming, the force of ‘imagination’ sustains and grows itself. Through the flowering of its seed, the
art of all ages have been born. The Oreum of Young-gap Kim and Nam-soo Ko are not so much the
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ⓒYoung-gap Kim (From Kim Young Gap Gallery Dumoak)

Oreum #11, 1999 ⓒNam-soo Ko
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ⓒYoung-gap Kim (From Kim Young Gap Gallery Dumoak)

Oreum #45, 2004 ⓒNam-soo Ko
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records of Oreum, but rather an aesthetic expression of the beauty of Oreum in the form of photography.
Their image weaves the memories of the bygone era as warp and tilt, forming the experience of
‘remembrance’ on the times that I had passed by. The layers of ‘moment’ upon one’s time return to life
at an encounter with an image, or music, or taste, or a new place, or a fragrance, leading our
consciousness with an ephemeral presence.
The ephemeral presence of memories are thus established through the circuits of our senses. We are
products of our numerous memories and traumas. As we walk along the circuit of our memories, we
communicate with ‘the other’ in ourselves and start the process of healing. Their pictures bring the
experience of the fragments of the past, like puzzles, being reassembled in front of our eyes. These
memories engulf and permeate into ourselves like the warmth of the deep sea.
Nam-soo Ko, and his Poetry of Emptiness
Nam-soo Ko uses the space of Oreums to express his
vivid colors. His pictures of Oreum are surprisingly
simple. It is an exercise in compression: only a number
of lines merge into the frame. Nam-soo Ko’s pictures
bring feelings of warmth upon inspection. His pictures
are strict, yet fair. They are not extravagant or assertive
in their messages. They merely stand with firmness,
surrounded by the calm experience of emptiness. What
Photographer Nam-soo Ko
is the secret, then?
Nam-soo Ko skillfully captures the timeless beauty that
has survived the weathering of time. His colors of choice are black and white. Under the two extremes
of life and death, expressed in colors white and black, he captures the evidences of existence, or
evidences of the moment, in his frame. Had he merely approached the Oreum as aesthetic sceneries?
Oreums for Nam-soo Ko are not merely fleeting images of beautiful scenery, but a space of his
philosophy toward life. His pictures detail the worn trails from the numerous footsteps, the wildflowers
sustaining itself on the Oreum’s vitality, and the oxens and horses to show the vitality of Oreum in
simplicity, but also in great detail. The symbolisms and metaphors in the image are not used so much
as narrative structures, but rather like highly compressed examples of poetic refinement. Poetic nuances
are ever present in his pictures. A strength born out of emptiness, a picture strengthened by that
emptiness, Nam-soo Ko knows how to use that technique. His pictures are tranquil, but at the same
time imbued with a powerful energy. His pictures, taken from the standpoint of a tree that had stood
by the Oreum and built a lasting relationship with the Oreum, are not simply parts of the scenery. His
photography is made not toward the scenery of Oreum, but rather his interactions with it.
Young-gap Kim, Building a Space of Thought in the Moment
Young-gap Kim’s pictures seem to possess a strange power that draws everything downward. The
vertical plane is the plane of desire and hubris, but the horizontal plane is the plane where only those
who know the art of renunciation can reach. We, as those who had been living in the world of verticality
for such a long time, are taken aback and humbled before the horizontal plane of renunciation and
emptiness. His pictures have the paradox of space, of emptiness that is not empty and lightness that is
not light, within the frames of a single image. That image is reminiscent of an ascetic’s slow breathing.
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It reduces the viewers into the state of tranquility. The tranquility of the space brings the picture one
step closer to the state of nirvana.
Young-gap Kim approached his work as an exercise in ‘thought’. He saw the imperative to link that
‘thought’ not only to the artistic expression, but to the interactions with human existence in general.
His forays into the picture as an observer led to the discovery of a certain ‘chance’ in the phenomena.
He wanted to bring to his viewers that experience, of the combination of the intuition and the senses
of the author. He wanted his work to be an exercise in communication before art or record. Everything
in the world vibrates, and resonates through their vibration. Young-gap Kim’s pictures capture that
resonance through the lenses of a camera, which reaches out to the hearts of the viewers through the
image. The scenery exists by itself and asserts its presence by itself. It is at once calm, but not cold...

Photographer Young-gap Kim ⓒHoon-il Park (From Kim Young Gap Gallery Dumoak)

It is, in other words, humbling. The beauty of nature that had survived the erosion of time returns as
an echo to the viewers.
His scenery of Oreum allow us to look back. It reaches through the saturation of digitized images to
soothe us with its warm touch. One can find the life of nature and the mystical colors of Oreum in the
currents of time within his pictures. How many times must he have stood in the same spot? Was his
numerous travels under different skies and winds an exercise in healing as well? The loneliness,
solitude, deprivation, sadness, and wounds of life, all of those must have melted into the air in front of
the scenery. Young-gap Kim’s colors are still and quiet yet clear, like a deep water. One can empty out
one’s burdens in that space, find tranquility, and direction through the peace offered by the tranquility.
Young-gap Kim’s attitude toward nature is that of peace and tranquility as an ascetic. He leads people
to consider how they receive artistic impressions from the works of art.
The Oreum of the two photographers are characterized by temperance over desire, withdrawal over
expression, simplicity over intricateness, stillness over dynamism, emptying over filling, or in short,
the tradition of the East. Their delicate touch that assert themselves over the heart of the viewer flow
slowly, yet surely into our hearts. Their pictures soothe one’s heart by reaching out to the heart. The
message from those curves blend into the ripples across the grass, the whispers of the clouds and the
wildflowers and reach our ears in harmony. A slow stride up the Oreum is accompanied by the poetic
whispers of the wind, the curves of Oreum pressing themselves into one’s heart.
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ⓒYoung-gap Kim (From Kim Young Gap Gallery Dumoak)

Oreum #29, 2002 ⓒNam-soo Ko
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Oreum-farer, Jong-chul Kim

“I just came down from the mountain yesterday”
Written by Jong-min Kim (Farmer, Carpenter, Student of History)

Late Jong-chul Kim on top of Halla Mountain’s Wanggwan Rock, May 1979 ⓒ Gil-hong Go
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“Before he called Oreum’s name/ Oreum was
nothing/ more than a mound/ When he called
Oreum’s name/ the Oreum came to me/ and
became a flower”
It is my attempt at sketching out the ‘he’ in the
words of the famous poem, ‘A Flower’, by
Chunsu Kim. ‘He’ is the ‘oreum-farer, Jong-chul
Kim’. While Oreum existed long before people
began to live in Jeju, people’s perception of
Oreum differs sharply before and after Jong-chul
Kim named the Oreums himiself.
The words “let’s go mountain climbing” referred
not to Oreums but Halla Mountain only 20 years
ago. Oreum was nothing more than landmarks
that helped to locate the pastures or the graves of
the ancestors. Nobody even batted an eye at a
small Oreum being carved away to make a golf
course.
Jong-chul Kim, an ardent admirer of Oreum and
Halla Mountain, left his legacy by visiting each
and every Oreum of the island and organizing the
stories and significance of the Oreums by himself
when he was approaching 70. It was his series in
Jemin Ilbo from the year 1990, ｢Oreum-farer｣.
He published 3 books under the same title,
｢Oreum-farer｣, despite struggling against cancer
in January 1995. He was laid to eternal rest after
only 20 days since the publishing of the book. It
was only after the publishing of his book when
the people began to pay attention to the Oreum of
Jeju.
When Jong-chul Kim named the Oreum and gave
each a color of its own, people’s perception
toward the Oreum changed drastically. It
eventually came to the point that people began
saying, ‘one does not know Jeju until one knows
about the Oreum’. His work sparked a massive
following for Oreum climbing, and the newfound
attention toward the ‘protection of Oreum’.
At the end of August, when the last traces of that
hot summer were fading away, I climbed the
Geomi Oreum (Donggeomeuni Oreum) in
Gujwa-eup along with president Seung-chun
Song of the the Oreum climber’s club ‘Oreum
Oreumi’, the members and president Hong-gu
Kim of ‘Jeju Oreum Conservation Research

Society’. Geomi Oreum is the first Oreum to be
introduced by Jong-chul Kim in his book
｢Oreum-farer｣, being described as “this Oreum
must have received some special attention from
the creator of the Oreum, Seolmundae Halmang:
its shape is unlike any other”.

Jong-chul Kim was born in 1927, during the
Japanese Forced Occupation period. As the only
son of a doctor, he led a very privileged early
childhood. However, his mother passed away
when he was 3, and after he decided to follow in
the footsteps of his father in Gwangju West
Middle School (6-year school which eventually
becomes Gwangju 1st High School), his father
also passed away when he was 15. His little sister
had passed away a few years before his father’s
untimely death, and when he was 17 his older
sister, the only family he had left in the world, also
passed away. His childhood and adolescence was
full of unbearable pain and sadness.
Jong-chul Kim eventually became a teacher in
Jeju North Elementary School and Shinseong
Women’s High School, before becoming a
journalist. He did not stay in a single place for
long, but rather moved his job a number of times,
starting as a reporter for Jeju Shinbo newspaper
and moving to Jeju Shinmun, Jenam Shinmun,
and eventually reaching the post of the department
head of editing and scheduling in Jeju MBC and
KBS broadcasting stations. His soul had sought
the freedom of winds upon the Halla Mountain.
For instance, when he was approached with a
request to join the newfound Jeju MBC, he had
quitted his previous post at a newspaper company
and was spending his days walking the trails of
Halla Mountain: after his mission was completed,
he eventually quitted the MBC as well, returning
to the Halla Mountain.
Jong-chul Kim was one of the forerunners of the
project to restore Jeju’s own culture upon the
rubble and devastation left by the Japanese Forced
Occupation and the April 3rd Incident. His
acquaintances all agree that during his career as a
mountaineer, teacher and journalist, he was never
found without kindness, humility and care for
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those around him. Sang-il Song, a literary critic
and the department head of editing in Jemin Ilbo
during the publication of Jong-chul Kim’s
｢ Oreum-farer｣ , remembers Jong-chul Kim
fondly: “media industry is one of criticism, and
many of its practitioners are often harsh and
critical. Mr. Kim wasn’t so. He was definitely one
of the best, but he was always humble. His prose
in the ｢Oreum-farer｣ is truly beautiful, just like
his personal character.“.
Jong-chul Kim also left an indelible mark in the
history of mountaineering in Jeju. When the
‘Curfew on Halla Mountain’, assigned during the
April 3rd Incident, was lifted, Jong-chul Kim
spent day after day exploring every nook and
cranny of the mountain. He naturally became an
expert in Halla Mountain. However, Halla
Mountain was the very first site of a
mountaineering accident after the start of
‘mountaineering’ in its modern sense in Korea. In
1961, the Mountaineering Club of Seoul National
University’s Law Department was stranded in
Halla Mountain, with all of its members meeting
an untimely death by hypothermia. Jong-chul Kim
stepped in later that year and formed ‘Jeju Red
Cross Mountaineering Safety Team’, Korea’s first
civilian mountaineering rescue team. He led the
group from its establishment as the 1st and 2nd
captain of the team, and eventually formed Jeju
Mountaineering Society. All mountaineers of Jeju
take pride in continuing this proud legacy.
The famous poet, Ko Un, also seems to have
appreciated Jong-chul Kim’s friendship back
when he was living in Jeju in the 1960s. Jong-chul
Kim makes an appearance in Ko Un’s
autobiographical novel, ｢ My Mountains, My
Life」 , which was serially published in
Kyunghyang Shinmun: Ko Un refers to Jong-chul
Kim as the ‘man of Hallasan’, fondly recollecting
the memories of drinking with Jong-chul Kim on
multiple occasions. Jong-chul Kim, despite being
6 years older than Ko Un, proved to be an
invaluable and warm friend to him during Ko
Un’s period of personal crisis in Jeju. Perhaps the
two great men had something in common. When
I interviewed Ko Un about a year ago, he said
“when I miss Jong-chul Kim, he sometimes
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appears out of nowhere, and tells me ‘I just came
down from the mountain yesterday.’ You see, he
thought of Halla Mountain as his real home - Jeju
City was just a place to stop by for him. Whenever
we meet up, we would have soju over some
Jarijeot (pickled Jari bream) in Dongmun Market.
We were like lovers. I loved him that much.” It
seems that their relationship was akin to what is
these days referred to as the American neologism
‘bromance’.
D Minor in Jeju
- to Jong-chul Kim

Ko Un

I cannot think of anything but adjectives to
describe you.
Starting from Bach and returning to Bach,
You are like the homesickness on the G String.
Loneliness in your clear eyes
the sound of rain falling behind your back
and the silence of the staircase under the sun
sadness finds its way into any sign of happiness.
And the beach of the young mother
and the beautiful woman growing in her womb

Today, when the beach lillies shrivel away behind
the clouds,
you leave with nothing as you came yesterday.
But, I question nothing, nothing.
Only the wind blows.
Perhaps Jong-chul Kim’s incessant drive to seek
out the Halla Mountain and Oreum was to
alleviate the cruel grasps of his sadness and
loneliness from having lost his family at such a
young age. Ko Un, the author of ｢ Maninbo :
Peace & War｣ , would have surely noticed that
inclination. Ko Un published a poem called ‘D
Minor in Jeju’ in his 1966 collection, ｢Verses at
the Beach｣, in memory of Jong-chul Kim.
Many of history’s best works were composed in

destitute situations or in isolation. The ｢Oreumfarer｣ was also the product of Jong-chul Kim’s
deep history of loneliness and sadness, the one
who heard the ‘sound of rain falling behind your
back’.

Althought it is often said that men who are
popular among men are not popular among
women, Soon-yi Kim nevertheless had a fiery
love with Jong-chul Kim, who was nearly 20
years her senior. Soon-yi Kim was already a
famous poet among the high schoolers and middle
schoolers during her high school days in 1960.
The literary magazine ｢ Hagwon｣ , a famous
platform for the rising stars of poetry to shine,
listed Soon-yi Kim every month: they even
awarded her with the grand prize during the ‘8th
Hagwon Literary Awards’. Soon-yi Kim
afterwards graduated from Ihwa Women’s
University. After her father, a congressman in Jeju
Congress, had opposed her marriage vehemently,
Soon-yi Kim left her family to marry Jong-chul

Kim on her 26th birthday in 1972. Jong-chul Kim
was 45 at that time. A legendary advertisement on
Jeju Shinmun that day proclaimed “we married in
Songnisan Mountain’s Beopjusa Temple.”

The ｢ Oreum-farer｣ might not have been even
created if it was not for the two couple. Soon-yi
Kim had deeply respected Jong-chul Kim’s work,
in addition to her love towards him. Soon-yi Kim
supported the family by working as a teacher in
high school, a reserarcher in Jeju Folklore and
Natural History Museum, an inspector of Jeju
Movable Cultural Heritage, and Officer of
Inspections for Cultural Heritages of Jeju.
Jong-chul Kim, having quitted his job as a
journalist, immersed himself in Oreum research.
He located the individual Oreum with Japanese
accounts of volcanoes and maps during the
Japanese Forced Occupation as well as military
maps from 1950s by United States Army. His
translation of ｢Jeju-do｣ by Seiichi Izumi was also
made at this time (the translation was published

Members of Oreum Oreumi, who provided guidance on climbing Donggeomeuni Oreum ⓒIl-seob Lee
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Late Jong-chul Kim on Bichimi Oreum, Spring 1991 ⓒJae-cheol Seo

in 2014 by publishing company ｢Yeoreum Unduk｣).
Height calculations were made through a map
bought by his wife.
Even if he was well-versed in Oreum and Halla
Mountain, however, it was not an easy task to
write a piece for weekly publishing of ｢Oreumfarer｣ on time. While it is easy for us to find the
Oreum as written in the ｢Oreum-farer｣, Jong-chul
Kim had to move by bus or by foot alone, without
any information about the whereabouts of the
Oreum. Because the iron contents in Oreum
interfered with magnetism, it was difficult to find
one’s way through the Gotjawal as well. He also
nearly froze to death in an Oreum once in a winter
rain. He once said to his wife, “in Halla Mountain,
I know where I am in the dark of the winter once
I touch a tree, but I have trouble finding a small
Oreum in Namwon-eup.”
Even if he found his way up in an Oreum, it was
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nearly impossible to know for certain whether this
Oreum was the right one. Many of the Oreum also
did not show up in the map. When he was not
certain about the Oreums, he would go back to a
nearby village and ask around for the name of the
Oreum and its story. Once he knew what the
Oreum was, he would go back to the Oreum and
search it thoroughly until nightfall, paying special
attention to the springs. It was because the springs
served as evidences of life and habitation, back
when the springs served as watering sites for
animals.
However, the status of ｢Oreum-farer｣ as the holy
text of the subsequent Oreum-farers is not only
due to its detailed description of Oreums. Jongchul Kim was one of the best prose writers of his
generation, who had read multiple dictionaries to
pieces. His prose in ｢Oreum-farer｣ also reflects
the beauty and dignity of his writing.

Right before Jong-chul Kim passed away, I had
an opportunity to serve as an assistant during the
publishing work for the ｢Oreum-farer｣ for a few
months. It was a match between the living legend
of Jeju journalism and a new recruit. His influence
as a mentor allowed me to experience the
fragrance of Jeju’s traditional culture, and I was
also able to soothe my wandering mind as well. I
tried in multiple occasions over the years to learn
to write like Jong-chul Kim, transcribing ｢Oreumfarer｣ and trying to replicate the prose in it. But I
can never come up with my authentic description
of Oreum without consulting the ｢Oreum-farer｣.

Whenever I pass by an Oreum, I am immediately
reminded of Jong-chul Kim’s face as I think ‘ah,
that is the Oreum that Jong-chul Kim had
described as thus!’ If he had been alive today, I
would sometimes go to him with few bottles of
makgeoli and ask “how did you live through the
times, sir?” I am gripped by feelings of sadness
and frustration at not having met him soon
enough.
However, it remains as my honor to have been
able to communicate with him during the
puiblication process, and I am rendered happy
whenever I think back to those days.

Oreum is a Jeju dialect used to refer to an
independent mountain, or a peak: it is, in essence,
the parasitic cones of Halla Mountain. Halla
Mountain has the highest number of parasitic cones
in the world with nearly 330 such cones. While
Mount Etna in Sicily is often cited as the mountain
with the most number of parasitic cones, its 260
First edition of ｢Oreum-farer 1•2•3｣
cones are much less in number compared to Jeju’s
330. Without considering Mount Etna’s status as a
live volcano, it can be no doubt that Halla Mountain
has the most number of parasitic cones in the world. On average, a parasitic cone can be found every 5.5㎢, and
the concentration is much more heightened in areas east and west of Halla Mountain. It is truly a ‘kingdom of
parasitic cones’.
The kingdom of Oreums - Indeed, one can ﬁnd Oreum wherever one travels on the island. Nobody can imagine the
island without Oreum, a desolate wasteland of wind. The island’s ﬂesh lies on top of the Oreum, forming a backbone
of the island, and it shall be as such in future as well. Oreums served as causes of village formations, and many of
them still have ruins of shrine in it, having been sanctiﬁed as a holy ground for religion. The Oreum also made way
for numerous myths. If the Mount Olympus is the site of Greek Mythology, the Oreum of Jeju and the Halla Mountain
are the site of Jeju’s gods. They sometimes served as sites of resistance against oppression, and sometimes served
as nodes of network in communication as well. Their rise and fall has served to provide much inspiration for the
poets and lyricists. Their role as the site of pastoralism is both historically and presently of great signiﬁcance. In
other words, each fold of Oreum has within it the breaths of life for the islanders.
Regardless of their size, the Oreum are always there for us, and come to us with their unique dances. While they
may look the same in distance, they reveal their multitude of colors and bearings up close, with each color and
wind revealing deeper differences and uniqueness to each Oreum. Their stories also provide the wanderer with
soothing and benevolent whispers of the past.
Introduction, ｢Oreum-farer｣ by Jong-chul Kim.
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3 Shades of Oreum

The Origin of Jeju and the Cosmic Center
Written by Yeseulmi Hwang (Freelancer Writer)

A total of 368 Oreums contribute to the soft and generous contours of Jeju’s horizon. From the beaches to the foot of
the Halla Mountain, one can find the round Oreum wherever one travels in Jeju. The Oreums themselves have numerous
wildflowers, their surface being awash in the silver trails of silver grass and fountain grass. The scenery of Oreum offers
numerous faces to the visitor depending on the season, offering answers to poetic imaginations and philosophical
inquiries: it must have served as the starting point of art and culture in Jeju. Like the proverb of Jeju, ‘born in Oreum,
return to Oreum’, perhaps the lives of the people in Jeju do start and end in Oreum.
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The Vessel of Life
Yeon-sook Kim’s Oreum

1

2
3

4

1. The Time of Geomun Oreum / Acrylic on Canvas / 162.2×130.3cm / 2010
2. I Dance Because of Millions of Fireﬂies / Acrylic on Canvas / 259×194cm / 2014
3. Where do the Flowers Go / Acrylic on Canvas / 162.2×130.3cm / 2014
4. Way to Geomun Oreum / Acrylic on Canvas / 116.8×90cm / 2010

Yeon-sook Kim’s works all lead to Oreum as
well. Although one does not know where the
road had started, every road leads to the soft
curves of Oreum on the horizon. The road fades
at times but never is cut: the road reﬂects the
way of life the people of Jeju had led from the
beginning of time to the land of Jeju, and the
light upon that road seems to be like a
lighthouse that shines upon the future.
Yeon-sook Kim, a female artist who was born
in Jeju, has been for a long time in search of her
artistic self. Despite majoring in painting, she
worked with engravings for most of her
professional career. Her existential search for
her artistic self began to move toward the very
conception of life itself. She began to work with
the symbols of wind, stone and women. Stones
symbolize the object that is imbued with the

life-force of the earth, while the women are the
very foundations of life. Wind symbolizes the
civilization and life of Jeju upon these
structures. Her attention toward the small
forms of lives often resulted in her works with
ﬂowers and grasses as well. Yeon-sook Kim’s
search for her artistic self culminated in her
work with Oreum, which stands at the intersection
of the symbols that she had sought to work with.
Her workshop lies next to an Oreum, where the
sight of Geomun Oreum’s mysterious blueblack visage is always in the view. The Oreum
has on record the very ﬁrst moments of life in
Jeju. When the island of Jeju had risen millions
of years ago, the boiling lava streamed out onto
the surrounding areas, creating the pathways
of life today. To Kim, Oreum contains those
symbols of life that she had so ardently sought

for a long time, a symbol of motherhood
containing life itself. It was, in other words, the
culmination of her artistic self that she had
sought. Oreums were there as she was born and
raised, and were there also when she pondered
her own existence as an artist. Her journey
started off on an Oreum, wandered the harsh
lands of Jeju, and came back to Oreum with
ﬁckle winds behind the back. Yeon-sook Kim
could not help but be captivated by the massive
force of life that Geomun Oreum had symbolized,
and her impressions form the backbone of her
works where she seeks to express that feeling
through her own language. To Yeon-sook Kim,
Oreums are the vessels of life, the womb of the
mother, and the site of both the legacy of Jeju’s
beginnings and the epic narrative of the
meaning of the world.
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Center of Cosmos
Gwang-ik Baek’s Oreum
1
2

3

4

1. On Top of an Oreum / Mixed Media on Canvas / 162.2×130.3cm / 2016
2. On Oreum / Mixed Media on Canvas / 53.3×45.5cm / 2016
3. A Wind Blowing Across Oreum / Mixed Media on Canvas / 259.1×193.9cm / 2016
4. On Oreum / Mixed Media on Canvas / 45.5×37.9cm / 2016

Oreums allow the artists to have a unique
sense of natural beauty and visual composition.
The Oreums in the eyes of the artists seem to
appear like an abstract object, imbued with
personal interpretations and vision, rather than
a visual object. Gwang-ik Baek, who refers to
himself as the ‘indigenous Jeju person’, also
does not consider Oreum to be merely results
of volcanic activity. In his eyes Oreums signify
Jeju itself, and its joys and sadness. That is, it is
a site of a grand narrative detailing the history
of the peoples of Jeju and their souls in its folds.
As the people are born by the Oreum, play on
the Oreum during their childhood, make their
living on the Oreum and ﬁnally be buried on
the Oreum, Oreums occupied a central position
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in their cosmology, being much more than mere
sites of their living.
Under the raging winds and the brittle lights of
the stars, Oreums stand in their vigil wordlessly,
their soft curves asserting itself onto the harsh
reality of the world. It drips upward into the
inky sky - the energy of cosmos swirls around
the Oreum and disappears into the place that
we do not know. Its simple, yet elegant ﬂow is
symbolic of a cosmic purpose: order among
chaos, stillness within the ﬂow, it contains the
identity of the people of Jeju - the origin of its
existence.
Gwang-ik Baek was born in Jeju, and was
educated entirely in Jeju: his works from the
beginning featured heavily the talismans and

Gime (divine ﬁgurines handcrafted with paper
or cloth to be used in folk religion). The people
of Jeju created 18,000 gods to make their
understanding about the natural phenomena of
the island. Gwang-ik Baek sought to track that
history of cosmic identity backward through the
time by symbolic interpretations of the identity
of Jeju people through shamanistic objects. The
natural perspective of the people of Jeju,
manifested through the talismans and the
Gime, culminate ﬁnally to the site of cosmos for
the people of Jeju, that is, the Oreum. Gwangik Baek’s works for the last 30 years or so have
focused on the Oreum accordingly.
When the inﬁnitely large cosmos opens up on
the top of the Oreum, the nature reveals its

miracles through the stars, moon and the wind.
In that orderly cosmic net the stars, moon and
the Oreum assert their presence through a
multitude of colors. It is a cosmic order centered
around the Oreum, located within the Oreum,
and realized through the harmonic coexistence
with the Oreum.

Gwang-ik Baek considers himself to be
continuing the legacy of the great poet Yun
Dong-ju. His works reﬂect the starry sky of the
people of Jeju, who had sought to understand
the cosmic order through the Oreum. He does
not merely interpret his feelings toward the
natural construct of Oreum. He seeks to bring

everything that deﬁnes Jeju, from the culture
and history to consciousness of Jeju, in the
grand symbol of Oreum. His series of works on
Oreum are clothed in deep and profound
languages of colors, his unique artistic
interpretations on the lessons of life.
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The Pinnacle of Beauty
in Korean Curves
Seong-gyu Choi’s Oreum

1
2

3

1. Sanbangsan Mountain from the Sea / Computer Graphics / 2016
2. Nokkome Oreum / Computer Graphics / 2016
3. The Four Seasons of Oreum (Fall) / Computer Graphics / 2016

Are the artists of Jeju the only one who sense
the sadness, comfort, cosmic order, life and
belonging? Seong-gyu Choi, who had been long
looking for ways to express the uniquely
Korean themes and emotions, has found his
answer in the Oreum.
Only the curves and colors of Oreum are left
intact. The soft contours of Oreum seem like the
primitive breathing of the land of Jeju. The
Oreum far away approaches the viewer, and the
Oreum nearby seems to fade away into the
distance. It seems as if one is drawn into the
world of Oreum as one stands by and watches
the piece. Even though one’s consciousness
recognizes it as a form of optical art (a form of
art relying on optical illusions), one cannot help
but be awed by the massive life-force that the
Oreum presents to the viewer. From the vibrant
yellow of the spring, summer and its inﬁnitely
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blue hue, the fading red of fall and the
inexorable shades of white in the winter, the
full range of the four seasons are presented in
front of one’s eyes. The Oreum remains the
same, but changes its form four times a year. It
is quintessentially Korean, and quintessentially
a product of Jeju.
As his nickname, ‘artist of colorful hills’,
indicate, Seong-gyu Choi uses a variety of
objects and methods to express his deﬁnition
of the mountain. Alongside his successful career
as an industrial designer, he produces a steady
stream of illustrations and pieces utilizing
themes unique to Korea, such as the Hangul or
Taegeukgi. His body of work is a long exercise
in his search for the perfect object to represent
the identity of the Korean people. Seong-gyu
Choi found that a recurring theme of Korean
objects was the soft curves, like sine curve. The

arc is, in other words, the expression of the
mountains of Korea. He completed his artistic
style by incorporating the slopes of the
mountains with the ‘Saekdong’, the Korean
coloration scheme combining many different
colors. It is at once simple and elegant like
graphic design, but it presents a message that
has a distinctly ‘eastern’ feel with the
unmistakeable hue of Korean emotions in it.
Seong-gyu Choi was deeply impressed by the
curves of Oreum in Jeju. The lines of Oreum
offered everything that he had considered to be
Korean. The slopes of Oreum offer a gentle
curve like the curves of sine graph. It is
reminiscent of that same soft curve found in the
sleeves of Hanbok, the body of traditional pots
and the nose of the Beoseon. It is also the
ﬂexible and gentle spirit that the Koreans have
sought to replicate. Seong-gyu Choi has said of

Oreums that “Oreums represent the island of
Jeju, the hearts of people in Jeju and
furthermore the entire Korean people”, and that
he was not trying to draw Oreum, but rather
was trying to compose the ‘poetry of Oreum’s
beautiful curves’ from the standpoint of the
people of Jeju. To him, Oreums represent not
only the nature but also the culture, identity
and the beauty of Jeju.
Many artists, as we have seen, used Oreum as
their subject matter in their expression of Jeju’s
beauty. Jeju’s sea shines with the same mystic

blue that characterizes the seas elsewhere, and
the skies of Jeju likewise are colored with the
brilliant blue of the skies elsewhere. But the
presence of an Oreum establishes the scenery
of Jeju that people of Jeju know and love, and
becomes a statement on the beauty of Jeju. This
is why many artists see Oreum as a perfect
subject material for expressing Jeju’s beauty.
However, Oreums are not Oreums are not only
pieces of scenery, but also represent the life,
culture and everything else that are unique to Jeju.
Oreums offer the site of mythology, life, and

resistance for the people of Jeju, and hold the
lives and memories of those who passed away
in their embrace. Oreums offer comfort to the
turbulent history and tragedies that played out
on the island from the beginning of time.
Perhaps the Oreum is used as a symbol toward
the deeply buried pain in the hearts of Jeju. To
the artists, Oreums offer not only the beauty of
the nature but the object upon which they
express their self and their identity, and
furthermore the culmination of Jeju’s culture
and art.
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Shindang, the Shrine Where Life and
Religion Intersect in Jeju
Written and photographed by Joey Rositano

Yeongdeunggut in Sanshindang,
Cheonjatto, Sehwa-ri

Shingwaseje in Harosandang, Hangeori, Waheul-ri Bonhyang

I began photography not from an organic interest in the art, but as a tool
to help tell the story of Jeju Island's last generation of shamanic shrine
worshippers. I have lived on Jeju Island for eleven years and have been
studying and ﬁlming Jeju shamanism for the last ﬁve. I ﬁlmed video for
about two years before deciding to start taking still photographs of
shamanic shrine worship. I have become excited about still photography,
though it is a relatively recent addition to my artistic tool box. I ﬁnd it is
a medium in which you can experiment and get ideas out quickly. The
possibilities are endless and I have been trying out new methods for other
subject matter. My shamanism photography is documentary photography
for the most part, though sometimes I deviate and try more creative
approaches. My main focus has been ﬁlming video, of course, for my
upcoming ﬁlm 'Spirits: The Story of Jeju Island's Shamanic Shrines' which
will show for the ﬁrst time in November in Jeju City. 'Spirits' is a full-
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length documentary focusing on the relationship between Jeju islanders,
their shrines and shrine gods. My major aim was to document the
personal spiritual lives of individual islanders and to follow their struggle
to maintain their traditional lifestyle in the face of dramatic change.
I have been exploring Jeju Island for eleven years now and I believe that
there are few that know this island better than I. My journey during the
last ﬁve years of ﬁlming took me villages around the island. I met with
ﬁshermen, women divers, farmers, shamans, students, shop-owners, with
everyone really, in order to collect Jeju Island's mythology ﬁrsthand. It
was important to me to collect Jeju's epic myths from actual people who
were still able to recount them, not relying on books for information. I
visited various elderly shamans in their houses over a number of years,
gradually collecting Jeju Island's epic myths, many versions of each myth,

in fact. I started this process before the touristic development that entirely
changed Jeju Island's villages, so the modernization of village life has
played out in my work. I have watched villages like Saewa and Wuljeong
go from sleepy places to tourist destinations. I used to visit shamans in
Saewa and you couldn't hear a thing in the village but crickets in the
ﬁelds and the sound of crashing waves by the beach.
The focus of my ﬁlm, as before stated, is the spirituality of individuals
across Jeju Island. Each of Jeju Island's villages have a number of shrine
deities who serve each village. These shrines deities are a different
system than the higher gods celebrated in the island's 'keun gut', but
together with them form part of the overall island cosmology. Village
shamans and local residents have knowledge of the shrine gods in their
village. They, too, have their own myths, called shrine bonpuri. In hard
times, people turn to the village gods for help and every year there are
typically two to four annual shrine ceremonies in each village. The various
types of shrines are numerous and I will outline them in another video.
There are said to be 18,000 local gods on Jeju Island, and some few
hundred are celebrated by name. Many of these shrine gods are
descendants of Geumbaekjo, the mother ﬁgure of Jeju Island's shrine gods
whose altar is in Songdang Village.
During my ﬁlming and photography work I was able, by listening to
recorded tapes I made in the ﬁeld, to learn to understand Jeju dialect. I
prefer the sound of dialect to that of standard Korean. I have always lived
on Jeju and never on the mainland so the Jeju accent and dialect are

Shingwaseje in Kkeundang, Sajangbile, Gimnyeong-ri Bonhyang

normal Korean for me and I feel a warmness when I take buses around
the city or in the countryside. I am able to listen to elders speaking in
dialect. It is familiar to me. For me, the sounds of Jeju Island are my Korea.
The ability to understand the native language has allowed me to do most
of my interviews on my own. So, I conﬁdently navigate around Jeju myself
and ﬁnd people who can help my project. I have never received any type
of assistance for my work either, so I have completely self-funded the
projects and worked very cheaply. People ask often how I became
interested in shamanism on Jeju Island. I didn't start my work because
nowadays shamanism and especially the women divers are a trend. I
started the work before these things became trendy. From the beginning,
eleven years ago, I saw that there was something special about the
elderly generation on Jeju Island. I saw that their humanity had something
deep to tell us about the human condition and about human nature.
The elders of Jeju Island, have suffered greatly, but they have also lived
deeper than most modern people, working the land and sea, exploiting
a lifestyle more connected to nature and spirituality than the modern
generations who work in ofﬁce buildings and the service industry. They
have also lived closer to God and understand the true nature of religious
faith, something that has been all but lost. This experience of mythcollecting and getting to know the hearts and minds of Jeju people has
enriched my life. The elders on Jeju are my teachers. I look forward to
sharing my work this November and continuing a dialogue on the present
and future role of traditional belief in our modern world.

Yongwangje, Jongdal-ri

Joey Rositano, 38, is from Nashville, Tennesee in the United States. He has
self-published a photography book on Jeju Island shamanism. His upcoming
ﬁlm on the same subject, Spirits, will be debuted this November on Jeju Island.
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The Home of Jeju Horses

Euigui-ri’s Return to Renown Through Horse Town
Euigui-ri is the hometown of Man-il Kim, the ‘Royal Horsemaster’ in Joseon period,
and his ranch was known to have covered the area between Euigui-ri to Gyorae-ri
with nearly 10,000 horses being bred on the ranch.
Written by Su-yeon Ko (Broadcast Layout Writer) Photography by Il-seob Lee
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Euigui-ri Communal Ranch
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Euigui-ri is located on a picturesque setting in a Jungsangan area near Namwoneup, Seogwipo, being located between the Seojungcheon and Euiguicheon
streams with Neoksi Oreum to the south of the village. Made up of 3 districts
of Joongang-dong, Wolsan-dong, and Sanha-dong, the village is home to nearly
1,800 people. The name Euigui-ri, which is also referred to as ‘Otgui Maeul’, is
a reference to the highest-ranking figure in the history of Jeju, Man-il Kim the
‘Royal Horsemaster’. Man-il Kim, a native of Euigui-ri, operated the largest
horse ranch in Joseon period: his ranch was known to have covered the area
between Euigui-ri to Gyorae-ri, with nearly 10,000 horses being bred on the
ranch.
At that time, horses were in desperate demand throughout the nation, because
the devastation wreaked by the Japanese invasions of Joseon forced many of
the national ranches to close. Man-il Kim donated over 1,300 horses, including
those sturdy enough for military and transportation purposes, over 7 separate
provisions to the central government. The government recognized his
contribution in 1620 with the awarding of second-grade state councilor position
and the title of ‘Royal Horsemaster’, and eventually to the first-grade state
councilor position in 1628 at the age of 79. Also, Nam-heon Kim, the
descendant of Man-il Kim, donated nearly 200,000kg of rice to alleviate the
great famine in 1724. King Yeongjo granted a royal gift of silk garment to
commemorate his goodwill. The name ‘Euigui‘ derives from ‘Otgui (衣貴)’,
which means ‘the village that was awarded a valuable garment by the king’.
Kyung-ok Kim, the 17th descendant of Man-il Kim, says that the descendants
of Man-il Kim had since then occupied the post of Horse Managing Officer for
218 years, and made frequent donations of horses whenever there was a
national crisis.

Mr. Kyung-ok Kim,
the 17th Descendant
of Man-il Kim

Horse Trekking in Otgui Horse Theme Town
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The Grave of Royal Horsemaster Man-il Kim

A new leap toward reclaiming the home of Jeju horses
Euigui-ri is currently preparing for a new leap to reclaim its status as the largest
horse supplier of the nation. “The Otgui Horse Theme Town, our village
collective project with investments and contributions from the village, is the first
starting-point in our quest to reclaim our name as the hometown of Jeju horses.
We are quite popular with tourists because we have a great scenery at our
communal ranch, and the history of Man-il Kim the Royal Horsemaster is also
like a history lesson for the children.“ Seung-ok Kim, the village foreman, says
that the harmony and integration achieved in the collective project is the greatest
achievement that the project has managed to offer so far. It is an excellent place
to take in the autumn wind of Jeju in the hinoki forests and blue grasslands.
Another opportunity for the cooperation of the village is the 2-day festival to
commemorate the legacy of Man-il Kim and the Jeju horses, ‘The 1st Jeju
Euigui Horse Festival’ on October 8th. While the village expects that they are
unlikely to see a massive success in the first festival, foreman Seung-ok Kim
says that the village is hoping to make this opportunity a foundation for other
festivals to come, and a basis upon which the villagers can enjoy themselves
with others. Euigui-ri is one of the more affluent villages in Jungsangan village,
boasting affluent orchards with no trace of traditional way of life. However,
beneath its successful appearance, it has a harsh history to retell.
Euigui-ri and Sumang-ri were the first villages to be targeted by the suppressive
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operation carried out during the April 3rd Incident.
During the brutal operation, numerous people were
killed with scores of houses being burnt down.
Also, the failure of the partisan resistance to attach
the 2nd Company, 2nd Regiment stationed in
Euigui-ri in 1949 resulted in 80 to 90 villagers who
were being held in Euigui Elementary School
building being executed en masse. Their bodies
were left out on the air for the remainder of the
winter, being thrown into mass graves next spring.
Kyung-ok Kim, the 17th descendant of Man-il Kim,
says that these events resulted in the complete
destruction of the existing villages in Euigui-ri area:
this was the reason why the orchards took root in
Euigui-ri area. “Nearly 250 people died during the
incident with the farms and fields being reduced to
wasteland. The largest ranch in Jeju, where thousands
of cows and horses were kept, was also destroyed.“
It was the tragic moment in the history of this
beautiful and peaceful village. This year’s September
11th marked the opening of ‘Euigui Village April
3rd Road’, a reminder of Euigui-ri’s tragic past.

Euigui-ri’s history has too
great a significance and
meaning to be written off as
an isolated history of a small
town. It is one of the large
historical, psychological assets
of Jeju.
The villagers say that the local
Seung-ok Kim, the
administration should join the
Foreman of Euigui-ri
villagers in commemorating
the significance of Euigui-ri. “Euigui-ri has lost
much of its past. The only reminder of our past that
we have left is our old name, and the orchards that
we had built up from the wasteland. But this will
change. We will reclaim our pride in the history of
Man-il Kim, the Royal Horsemaster, and the
hometown of Jeju horses. Our collective projects
and festivals will be ways for us to ensure our
happiness.“ said Seung-ok Kim, the village
foreman, expressing his relief at his childhood
playground and the historical site of Seondaegiso
being left intact for the children.
1.2. While the Olle trails of Euigui-ri were lost in the reconstruction of the village,
many trees have been planted to signal its recovery from its tragic past.
3. The murals of Otgui Horse Theme Town, depicting the life of Man-il Kim
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Man-il Kim Gravesite
Seondaegiso

Namjoro

Wolsan-dong

Otgui Horse Theme Town
A theme town complex located in Euigui-ri’s
communal ranch and the full view of Hallasan
Mountain. One can ﬁnd lessons on the history of Jeju
horses and culture as well as riding experience of
actual horses. Riding programs include the general
and membership programs, and offer professional
instruction from beginner’s course to professional
courses. One can also opt for free riding and solo
riding (horse trail).
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Euigui
Elementary School

Neoksi Oreum

Euigui Junction

955-117, Seoseong-ro, Namwonn-eup, Seogwipo
Telephone 070-4233-9777 (Closed on Mondays)

Sanha-dong

Otgui Horse Character
Namwon-eup
↓

Euigui-ri created Otgui Horse as the ofﬁcial
mascot of the village in 2010, and installed it on
the street lights. The character is reminiscent
of the bright future that the Euigui-ri has in
store.

Euiguicheon Seondaegiso

Euigui Village April 3rd Road
The two hiking courses included in this road each head to
‘Shinsanmoru’ and ‘Minoreum Garrison’, and are 7km in length.
Telephone 064-764-0185
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The Hometown of Jeju Mythology ‘Geumbaekjo’

Wishing Upon Gods of Jeju in Songdang-ri
Songdang-ri is the ‘town of Oreum’ with 18 Oreum in its vicinity.
The Dang Oreum in the middle of the village is the local source of pride,
because Songdang Bonhyangdang, the home of Jeju deities, are located in it.
Written by Hye-ri Jang (Storywriter for Island Ltd.) Photography by Il-seob Lee

As fall looms on the horizon, one can find a picturesque village of Oreum and wind
beyond the road between the cedar trees. The village is full of cars with people lining up
in front of famous restaurants. Songdang-ri, one of the more famous destinations for
tourists in Jeju, is a Jungsangan village located 200m above the sea level in the area 9km
southward of Pyungdae-ri, Gujwa-eup. It is bordered by Sehwa-ri to the east, Pyungdaeri and Handong-ri to the north, and Seongeup-ri and Jongdal-ri to the south. A village
with some 900 years of history, it is well known for its scenery with 18 Oreums and wide
swaths of grassland in between. The famous Oreums around the village include the Abu
Oreum, the filming site of the film「The Uprising」; the trio of Saemi- Andol- and Batdol
Oreum, famous for their scenery; Dot Oreum, featuring nutmeg colonies; and Nopeun
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(From the left) Batdol Oreum, Andol Oreum, Nopeun Oreum, and Geoseunsemi from Gameok

Oreum, one of the highly rated Oreum in terms of its hight and view from the top in the
east. The Dang Oreum in the middle of the village is especially the local source of pride.
It is because Songdang Bonhyangdang, the home of Jeju deities, are located in it. The
people of Jeju have been historically deeply pious people because of their constant
struggles against the limitations of natural environment and their harsh lives at sea. The
remnants of folk religion, including Bonhyangdang, Pojedan, Cheonyeodang,
Mireukdang, and Haeshindang are all evidences of such hardships.
The largest and the foremost shrine of all Shindang, the Songdang Bonhyangdang, is
located on a lush cedar forest north of Dang Oreum (306m). The Bonhyangdang features
a stair-like altar housed within stone fences, and a small stone room housed under a single
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tiled roof on top of the altar: The altar features the ancestral tablet of
‘Geumbaekjo’. The god of Songdang Bonhyangdang is the symbol of fertility,
‘Geumbaekjo’. According to the Bonpuri associated with Songdang
Bonhyangdang, the goddess Geumbaekjo, having born in Namsan in Seoul,
married a man named So Cheon-guk in Songdang, Jeju. After an eventful life
with many children, the couple was buried respectively at Witsongdang and
Araetsongdang, each becoming the god of the villages. Their children were
said to have spread out to the Jeju in search of the villages that they could serve,
which shows why Songdang is often referred to as the hometown of the gods.
Songdang-ri conducts the ‘Songdang-ri Village Rite’ (Songdang-ri Maeulje)
on the 13th day of Lunar February every year, where the villagers gather
together to wish for happiness and prevent misfortune. This rite is designated
as the 5th Intangible Cultural Property of the Jeju Special Self-governing Province,
showing its significance in terms of mythology and culture of the island.

Jung-sik Ko, Songdang-ri
Village Foreman

Once wished to be fields, Oreums are now the gem of the village
Songdang-ri is also feeling the winds of change in its new communal project.
Jung-sik Ko, the foreman of Songdang-ri, says he realized something very
important on a hot air balloon that he had ridden recently to survey the
Songdang-ri. “We see the Oreum every day from the day we are born, so many
of us just wish that it would be fields that we can cultivate. But now I see it as
the gems of this village. I thought to myself, ‘look, our village has been so
beautiful and clean all along! We should try our best to maintain this village
cleanly without factories or pig farms.‘”
Songdang-ri’s communal village project focuses on the utilization of the
communal ranch and its Oreums with the explicit goal of utilizing, but not

1. Road to Nopeun Oreum (hinoki forest) - Songdang-ri has well-forested roads, such as cedar forests and Bijarim ⓒSoon-byeong Hong
2. Eco Healing Horse Trail (9km horse trail along Gwaengimoru, Dang Oreum, Abu Oreum) Telephone 064-783-4093
Materials provided by Songdang-ri
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Songdang Bonhyangdang Shingwaseje ⓒJae-young Choi

harming, the natural endowments of the village. Its new projects such as Oreum
Ecological Trails, Songdang-ri Village Exploration Trails, Eco-healing Horse
Trails, and Oreum Air Balloon Tours show the resulting synergy of the beautiful
nature of Jungsangan and the unique narrative that Songdang-ri has to offer.
Other projects such as Songdang Workshop, Songdang Store, Hanbeonhaebojang Market, and Creative Village Projects have made strides on its efforts
to recreate the communal spirit of the village, offer new jobs to isolated elders
of the village and to minimize the destruction of the environment.

‘Songdang Wishing Village’ - creation of Village Exploration Trail
Songdang-ri has capitalized on its position of the representative village for Jeju
mythology and Oreum, and has created the village brand of ‘Songdang Wishing
Village’ through cooperation with Jeju Tourism Organization as the starting
point of its next leap toward future. Songdang-ri’s another foray into the future
include the creation of the Songdang Village Exploration Trail, which takes
trekkers along a trip through the nature and culture of Songdang village to
Geumbaekjo Bonhyangdang, Dang Oreum and Gwaengimoru Trail.
A short exploration takes the visitor through 2 hours of exquisite scenery
offered by the Oreum and the scenery of the village.
When the visitor arrives at the camellia road in front of Geumbaekjo
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Bonhyangdang, the visitor can write their own
wishes and hang the wishing paper on the wishing
tree as well.

1

2
Materials provided by Songdang-ri

3
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‘Songdang Workshop,’ and the refinement of
village products!
‘Songdang Store’, a market on wheels!
One can find a very special truck when one walks
along the trails of Songdang and Oreum. It is the
‘Songdang Store’, a food truck communally
operated by the villagers.
The truck offers fresh produce such as beans,
buckwheat, potato to the visitors, not to mention the
village specialty, deodeok. Foreman Jung-sik Ko
says that the truck is well received by everyone
because it comes from a communal effort on the
part of the villagers, from production and packaging
of the produce in ‘Songdang Workshop’ to the sales
in ‘Songdang Store’.
It seems that Songdang-ri has an endless list of
things to be proud of. Jung-sik Ko says with
conviction and pride, “education is the key. You
have to know things to act like a proper foreman.“
He is referring to the new project that is being
constructed on the 2nd floor of the village office,
the ‘Songdang-ri Mini-Library’.
The space will be utilized as study spaces for the
children of the village, a meeting place for residents
and an educational venue for club activities and
other courses. The project also includes a scheme
to build health training rooms for common use as
well. Foreman Ko especially emphasizes the
training and education programs of the village. With
the support of the Jeju Cultural Heritage Research
Center, the village has focused extensively on
training professional staff with a focus on
maintaining and preserving the traditional culture
and the natural environment of the village. The
villagers form the main body of workers in
education and training projects regarding the
Oreum, Shindang and the history of the village.
They continue to strive toward a sustainable
development and future. The village is preparing to
take its rustic charm of Jeju countryside to the new
beginning. It is becoming an irreplaceable gem on
the cultural landscape of Jeju, just like its prized
Oreums.
1. Sangdong, which lies along the Village Exploration Trail, still
retains the romanticism of agrarian Jeju community.
2. Villagers hard at work on Songdang-ri’s specialty, deodeok.
3. Flea Market ‘Hanbeonhaebojang’ (last Sunday of the month, from
May to October)

Bringing Songdang’s specialty on wheels,

Songdang Store, the moving store
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Resulting from a cooperative venture by the villagers,
the Songdang Store carries fresh seasonal produce and food
including beans, buckwheat, potato and deodeok around the
village and the Oreums as well as other event venues in the
island.
Telephone: 064-783-4093
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Country home of Syngman Rhee
Songdang-ri Village
Exploration Trail
A hiking trail starting form Songdang-ri
ofﬁce, the trail features two routes (long
and short trail) which takes visitors
along the Gwaengimoru, Dang Oreum
and around Batdol Oreum and Andol
Oreum.
Long trail 9.8km (approx. 3 hours 30
minutes)
Short trail 6km (approx, 2 hours)
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The Center of Jeju’s Bulmi Craftsmanship, Deoksu-ri
A village in western Jeju, in view of Sanbangsan Mountain and Yongmeori Beach,
Deoksu-ri’s scenery is not different from the modest villages of Jungsangan,
but Deoksu-ri has a unique cultural history of its own.
Written by Joon-seok Lee (PD, Island Ltd.) Photography by Il-seob Lee
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Millstone Rolling Song Performance ⓒJung Yi

Deoksu-ri, a village north of Sanbangsan Mountain in Jungsangan, is location-wise a
quintessential country village of Jungsangan with wide fields of mandarin oranges away
from the sea. It still retains the traditional scenery of olle trails and stone fences dotted
by quiet agrarian houses, which speaks to the village’s status on the forefront of
maintaining Jeju’s traditional culture.
A gigantic Yeonjabanga (grain mill) stands out from the scenery of Deoksu-ri. The mill,
or Yeonjamae, was used with the help of livestock to grind huge quantities of grain in the
past. This Yeonjabanga is our clue to Deoksu-ri’s own space within the traditional culture
of Jeju. Deoksu-ri’s most well-known labour songs, the <Millstone Rolling Song>, was
reportedly sung by the villagers as they tried to move the heavy millstone together. The
song was sung when the Utdol (millstone) or Aldol (base stone) were carried to the village
for use in Yeonjabanga. It is one of the rare examples of transportation songs, and an
example of the communal effort of the villagers.
When a mason in Deoksu-ri created a gigantic millstone on a stone mountain nearby, he
enlisted scores of men to roll the stone, but failed because the stone was too heavy. The
mason then tied a long rope around the stone, which could be pulled by the villagers
together: with the entire village working together, the gigantic stone was successfully
dragged to the village. Dong-kwon Kim, the senior elder of the village, told us that so
was the <Millstone Rolling Song> was created.

Millstone Rolling Song starts with the proclamation, “now, let us roll this stone that you worked for days to our village”,
and continues with the lyrics “oho to the sound of rolling millstones / polish off the winding roads out of the valley / see the rough hill up ahead...”
The song also features rejoinders in the middle of the song, such as ‘heave-ho!’
The song is designated as the 9th Intangible Cultural Property of Jeju Special Self-governing Province (Artisan Yeong-nam Kim).
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Dong-kwon Kim, the Senior
Elder of Deoksu-ri
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Bulmi craftsmanship and its 300year history
Another piece of history that makes
Deoksu-ri shine is the Bulmi
craftsmanship. Bulmi, in Jeju
Language, refers to a bellow. Bulmi
craftsmanship refers to the forging of
plowshares and pots by casting molten
iron in mud moulds. Deoksu-ri was
historically the center of agricultural
craftsmanship in Jeju, with most of the
agricultural tools on the island went
through the Deoksu-ri, including the
plowshares, sickles, hoe and iron pots.
However, the 250-year reliance on
Bulmi craftsmanship began to fade in
modern times. The demand for
agricultural tools began to dwindle
with agricultural tractors and
cultivators being supplied throughout
the island. This decline in demand
resulted in the village craftsmanship
being designated as a cultural heritage
(7th Intangible Cultural Property of
Jeju Special Self-governing Province),
rather than a thriving business that
defined the village.
Another labour song that was sung in
Deoksu-ri is <Jipjul Laying Song>,
which was sung while twisting the
jipjul. Jipjul refers to straw ropes that
are placed over the thatched roofs so
that they do not blow away by the
wind: the jipjul-laying work was often conducted communally, with villagers sitting
together and singing the song while working. Deoksu-ri’s cultural accolades started in
1979 with <Bulmi Craftsmanship> being awarded with Ministerial Award from the
Ministry of Culture and Public Information: since then, the songs <Millstone Rolling
Song> won the Presidential Award in 1980 in the National Folk Performance Contest
and the <Jipjul Laying Song> won the Ministerial Award from the Ministry of Culture
and Public Information in 1981, culminating in Deoksu-ri’s designation as a Cultural
Village in 1994. Deoksu-ri’s Folk Performance Theater today still hosts events that
replicate the Bulmi craftsmanship of the village as well as the <Traditional Folklore
Festival>, which meets its 25th year in 2016. It is an opportunity for the people of
Deoksu-ri to showcase their efforts at continuing the cultural legacy of the village, from
<Millstone Rolling Song> to <Bulmi Craftsmanship> and <Jipjul Laying Song>.
Senior advier Dong-kwon Kim commented, “when the will to preserve and restore
traditional folklore of Jeju becomes one with the community spirit of the villagers, the
traditional folklore are maintained and passed down. I hope the Bulmi Craftsmanship
Festival serves as a means to elevate the cultural heritages of Jeju to the world stage.”

Replication of Bulmi Craftsmanship ⓒJung Yi
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Deoksu-ri, the living embodiment of Jeju’s
traditional culture

One can see the Sanbangsan Mountain anywhere in Deoksu-ri.
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When I arrived at Deoksu-ri,
the sun was beginning to rise,
and the village elders in their
outing clothes were walking
into a building. I immediately
thought that there must be a
village event, and asked Mujun Yoon, the village foreman,
about it.
Mu-jun Yoon, Village
“Every
day, our village elders
Foreman of Deoksu-ri
gather at the senior home and
have lunch together.”
The elders of Deoksu-ri gather at the senior home
5 days a week. The senior home, under the
catchphrase ‘Clean and Tidy, Full of Laughs’,
organizes various programs spearheaded by
president Dae-won Song.
“It is a rare sight in other places. We at Deoksu-ri
organize ourselves based on the traditional system
of Hyangak, with the senior elder in the middle with
support from village foreman, president of women’s
society and president of young adult society. While
we are most famous for the Bulmi Festival, one of
the things that are not really known, and that we are
quite proud of, is our elders studying and
maintaining their friendship and health together.“,
says the village foreman Mu-jun Yoon.
While the members of the senior home tend to chip
in on communal projects, the village association is
very generous on its funding. The programs include
a communal lunch, sessions with different instructions,
laughing programs, gymnastics programs, antiAlzheimer’s education, health education, and field
trips. This engagement of elders is said to be the
driving force behind Deoksu-ri’s advancement.
It has been 400 years since Deoksu-ri’s founding.
The Poje rite of village has continued its 350 years
of history even through the Japanese Forced
Occupation and April 3rd Incident. 300 years of
Bulmi, and 25 years of Traditional Folklore Festival
all derive from the village’s culture of respecting
the elders and supporting the youths. Deoksu-ri,
which strives to maintain its efforts to elevate Bulmi
craftsmanship to national recognition and to
maintain its efforts for the future generations, is a
village characterized by its inclusive warmth that
takes after the Sanbangsan Mountain.
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Cast Iron Pots and Plowshares
300-year History of Deoksu-ri’s Bulmi craftsmanship
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The circumstances of old Jeju necessitated self-supply
of various necessities in life rather than trading.
Deoksu-ri Traditional Folklore Festival is a festival aimed
at replicating the traditional way of life for Jeju through
production of these necessities to the people of Jeju and
the tourists, and is held every October at Jeju Sculpture Park.
The Festival also includes reenactment
of <Bulmi Craftsmanship> as well as performances
of <Millstone Rolling Song> and <Jipjul Laying Song>.
Telephone: 064-794-3609
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Dansan Mountain

Deoksu-ri Mandarin Orange Farms
Once one enters Deoksu-ri at the beginning of the
fall, one can see the beautiful scenery of mandarin
oranges, the major source of income for village,
swaying in golden waves.

Sanbangsan Mountain

Gotbaguri
A rainwater reservoir in Seolchon area, Deoksu, which
was named after a ﬂower basket (Kkotbaguni): ‘Got’
derives from ‘Kkot’ (ﬂower), whereas “Baguri” is the
equivalent of “Baguni” (basket) in Jeju language.

The Hidden Pride of Deoksu-ri, Senior Home

ⓒJung Yi

The senior home is run as an open home with 5 days in a week,
promoting goodwill and friendship between the members.
It also contributes to establishing a stable foundation for the
livelihood of the village through various programs and creation
of jobs for elders.
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Connecting the Time

Tilting the Fields and Planting Seedlings

1992 ⓒMan-bo Kang
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2016 ⓒIl-seob Lee

The scene of tilting the ﬁelds with plows mounted on oxen and the plating of seedlings by hand has faded into the past. Bongseongri in Aewol-eup is also busy with planting the seedlings of broccoli in the beginning of fall. The oxen tilting the land is a lost sight,
while the seedlings are planted swiftly by tractors and transplanters. Even though the slopes and corners are still planted by hand,
the work is much less arduous than the past.
Photographer Man-bo Kang was formerly the director of photography department in Halla Ilbo and a correspondent to Japan,
and is the head of ‘Dream Art Creative Workshop’.
Photographer Il-seob Lee was formerly a member of Saemi Gipeunmul and Hankuk Hwabo magazines, and is currently heading
the ‘Jeju Jungsangan Photography Project’.
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The Season of Horse Fattening

“Enjoy the Supreme
Taste and Nutrition of
Horse Meat”
Written by Ji-min Jung (Free Contributor)

Horse meat has 3 high points and 3 low points. 3 high points meaning high protein, calcium and vitamin, whereas 3 low points mean calories,
cholesterol and carbohydrates.
It contains, in short, higher amounts of what our body needs versus lower amounts of what we do not need than beef or pork.
It has more than twice the iron and thrice the glycogen contents compared to other meat. It is also a remarkably resilient animal to disease,
and does not necessitate antibiotics or hormones during farming. Its fat is also unsaturated, much like the duck meat that is also popular
these days.

Ms. K, a housewife in Jeju, stops in her tracks in front of the meat shop in a local supermarket. She
had found the horse meat right next to the beef steaks. The employee says to Ms. K that horse meat
has not much appreciable difference to beef in terms of taste, while it is nutritionally superior. Her eyes
wander to the big sticker next to the meat, showing that it is currently on special price, but she is
reminded of the rumors that she had heard about the horse meat. An acquaintance had told her that the
horse meat is rather gamey and tough, after going to a restaurant specializing in horse meat. The beef
ends up in her basket. Her husband and kids are quite picky, and Ms. K isn’t prepared to take an
adventure today.

Ms. J, a businesswoman, is planning on a fall trip to Jeju with her boyfriend. She wants to try out horseriding as well as horse meat tasting course because she is trying to seek out experiences that she would
not otherwise be able to have elsewhere. Even though she isn’t ‘hardcore’ enough for liver or intestines,
she thinks braised ribs, roast or dumplings might be okay. However, her boyfriend isn’t so thrilled after
seeing the pictures of the restaurant. He wants to have a more classy dinner in a more modern and chic
setting. Ms. J finally makes a reservation on a seaside restaurant that specializes in pork cutlets.
The dilemma that Ms. J and K face is the dilemma that stands in the way of popularizing the horse
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Braised horse ribs

Horse bone soup

Raw horse meat

Pan-fried horse meat and
seaweed bean paste sauce
Horse tartare

Horse bone extract

meat. While the horse meat is undoubtedly a good candidate for the next ‘dish’ on the table, it faces
the challenge of being an unconventional foodstuff with its associated prejudices. While the horse meat
is a good candidate as an ‘eating out’ option for those who are up for challenge, the selections are
limited. Most horse meat restaurants in Jeju focus on locals over 40 years or older, who have eaten and
are used to horse meat, rather than tourists or young customers. The government of Korea has
designated Jeju as a special industry area for horse industry in 2014. It was also the influence of such
movements that the Jeju branches of E-Mart, a Korean supermarket chain, has begun offering horse
meat from the end of last year. Seogwipo’s Livestock Cooperative branch has entered into a partnership
with E-Mart with the aim of enlarging the market to the rest of the nation. However, the reactions from
those who had bought horse meat in E-Mart is less than satisfactory.
Ji-ryeong Han, the owner of restaurant ‘Gouni’ in Nohyung-dong, finds this situation to be rather
regretful. Han, who was the first grand prize winner of the ‘Horse Meat Cooking Competition’
organized by National Agricultural Cooperatives Federation in 2013, was formerly a dental hygienist.
His decision to eschew the stability offered by dental hygiene to open his own business 11 years ago
began with some ‘strange customers’. She was, at that time, helping out with her mother every evening
in her new restaurant: she was bewildered to find out that every night, some of the customers would
insist on having horse meat, despite the restaurant being a restaurant specializing in pork. After seeing
a long progression of customers seeking out horse meat, she began to look up horse meat on her own,
and eventually found a business possibility there.
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Han says that horse meat has 3 high points and 3
low points: 3 high points meaning high protein,
calcium and vitamin, whereas 3 low points mean
calories, cholesterol and carbohydrates. It
contains, in short, higher amounts of what our
body needs versus lower amounts of what we do
not need than beef or pork. It has more than twice
the iron and thrice the glycogen contents
compared to other meat. It is also a remarkably
resilient animal to disease, and does not
necessitate antibiotics or hormones during
farming. Its fat is also unsaturated, much like the
duck meat that is also popular these days. “Beef
tends to have fat that are bad for our bodies, and
chicken and pork tend to suffer from disease. I
thought that alternative sources of protein would
be needed within the next 15 years or so.
Although horse meat was certainly considered to
be much less desirable back then, I thought that
horse meat would shine eventually, even though
it has failed to reach its potential.”
Ji-soon Kim, the president of Jeju Folk Cuisine
Preservation Society, says that her attraction
toward horse meat is based on its local character.
Kim says that horse meat is emblematic of Jeju’s
history and culture. Contrary to other regions of
Korea, Jeju had for a long time higher number of
horses than cows: this was because the Yuan
dynasty, during its invasion of Korea, focused all
military horses to Jeju after its conquest. Jeju was
the prime location for horse farming due to its
natural environment, and even after the end of
Yuan’s influence the horses continued to be raised
in Jeju and sent to mainland peninsula. The people
of Jeju used horses instead of oxen in agriculture,
made horse jerky for the king, sold horse leather
and hair to mainland, and shared horse meat if
there was a need for protein. The bones were
boiled down to make medicine. Kim wants horse
meat cuisine to survive longer and be spread
further. “I once went to a horse meat restaurant in
Kumamoto, Japan, and found that there were so
many different techniques and spices for horse
meat with a huge following. I was actually a bit
jealous. I want the horse meat of Jeju to be like
that.“ Kim also conducted education programs on
E-Mart employees on the benefits of horse meat.
The single greatest appeal of horse meat, Han and
Kim say, is its taste. Horse meat is nutritious and
has historical and cultural significance, it is true,
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but they argue that above all, that it is tasty. The
tales of gamey and tough horse meat is the
remnant of the days where horse meat was not
managed properly, Han says: she also points out
that horse meat, properly cooked, has excellent
taste and texture. “Whenever we do a blind
testing, virtually everyone agrees that horse meat
tastes really well.“ She argues that prejudice is the
single largest deterrence for those who do not
know the benefits of horse meat. Kim rates the
tartare to be the best method of cooking horse
meat. Horse tartare, which is considerably less
fatty than beef, offers much cleaner palate and
succor.
Because the horse meat remains unpopular
because people are simply not used to it, the two
agree that the change in perception is required to
bring about the social attention toward horse
meat. And because Jeju is designated as a special
industrial area for horse meat, it would be
beneficial to maintain continuous advertisement
campaigns and product trials for people to open
up to the idea of horse meat.
Another area that could use improvement is the
modernization and improvement of cooking
techniques for horse meat. Han’s restaurant,
‘Gouni’, prepares horse meat using traditional
methods; however, the dish that won her the grand
prize in Horse Meat Cooking Competition back
in 2013, ‘pan-fried horse meat and seaweed bean
paste sauce’, is not. It is a departure from ‘our way
of cooking’ in that it roasts the beef like a steak,
with the sauce on the side. Her decision came
from the realization that it would be difficult to
capture the attention of those who are not used to
horse meat or the younger generation if the
cooking methods do not progress beyond the
traditional method. “I think we need to work
constantly to come up with novel seasoning and
sauce, and definitely work on presentation as
well.“ Han is preparing to open a new restaurant
tailored for young tourists. Horse meat will also
feature in the restaurant, with reworked cooking
methods for the younger generation.
It has been 20 years since the butchering of horse
meat was placed under official control. The ones
who used to frequent the horse meat restaurants
are growing old, and the younger generation in
general do not know much about the horse meat.
While the tourists in Jeju are increasing every

year, the different tastes of the tourists demand
new innovations on traditional elements of Jeju
culture. During fall, which is often said to be the
season of ‘high skies and horse fattening’, horses
indeed are said to grow fat even if the farmer does
not make an explicit effort to make so. The season

for horse meat is, perhaps because of that, fall.
Those who ‘know’ the taste of horse meat do not
pass up this opportunity. Will Ms. K and J get to
try out fall horse meat? The public acceptance of
horse meat is at its crossroads.

Developed by Ji-ryeong Han, ‘Gouni’

Pan-fried horse meat and seaweed bean paste sauce
Ingredients for pan-fried horse meat
200g horse tenderloin, 30g red onion, 10g chives, 2 leaves of Jepi (a spice similar to Szechuan peppercorns), 2 tablespoon
olive oil, 5g rosemary, pepper to taste
Ingredients for seaweed bean paste sauce
30g seaweed, 5g Jepi, 1.5 tablespoon white doenjang, 1 tablespoon sugar, 1 tablespoon cheongju (clear Korean rice wine),
1 tablespoon mirin, 1 tablespoon rice vinegar, 1 teaspoon light mustard
Directions
1. Slice the tenderloin lengthwise into rectangular strips and marinate in rosemary, Jepi, pepper, and olive oil.
2. Chop the chives into 3cm pieces. Slice the red onion into thin strips, submerge in cold water and drain.
3. Blend together Jepi and seaweed in the blender, and combine with rest of the sauce to make seaweed bean paste sauce.
4. Pan-fry the horse meat on a frying pan or a grill with olive oil to medium, and chop into cubes.
5. Spread the seaweed bean paste sauce on the plate and place the pan-fried horse steak on top.
6. Place the red onion slices and chives on top of the meat and garnish with Jepi leaves.
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Jeju Fantasy Bicycle Trail

3 Trails for this Fall
Written by the editorial staff Photography by Seong-chul Lee

When the heat of summer subsides and fresh winds of fall begin to blow, the skies
welcome us with faraway clouds and the silver grass dance in the wind. While one certainly
has a plethora of choice when it comes to travel in Jeju, let us take the two wheels of the
bicycle and ride the trails of Jeju. When we ride the trails of Jeju, Jeju offers us even more
stories and sceneries that we can enjoy.
It is not an easy feat to ride through the entire length of Jeju Fantasy Bicycle Trail. Jeju’s
coastal roads are also the sites of livelihood for many people, who pick up the seafood
along the coast. Other routes involve avoiding Olle trail hikers and cars parked on the
sides of the road, and this makes it quite difficult for those who are not used to biking.
Jeju is an excellent place to ride a bicycle around, and the possibilities are endless. The
Jungsangan course, for example, is a great course to ride through the sceneries of
agrarian Jeju. The steep hills and slopes of Highway 1100 and 516, leading up to the Halla
Mountain, offer a challenge for even the experienced riders. In contrast, coastal roads
are usually flat and easy to navigate, offering an easy course for beginners. The plethora
of attractions and food along the routes make it ideal for families and couples.
We suggest selecting a course in each of the eastern, western and southern portions of
the island for safe and enjoyable riding experience. One could also set out to carve out
their own path as well. Ride with the wind this fall on the trails of Jeju.
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Jeju Fantasy Bicycle Trail ( ● 10 sections)
The trail extends for some 234km along the coastal roads of Jeju.
The Fantasy Bicycle Trail utilizes coastal roads, which enjoy less traffic than other
roads, in circling around the island.
● Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach

Hamdeok Seowoobong Beach

●

Recommended
Trail 2

Yongduam

●

Darak Rest Area

●

● Seongsan

Ilchulbong

Haegeoreum
Village Park ●

Recommended
Trail 1
Illustration by Yul Ko

Recommended
Trail 3

● Pyoseon Haevichi
Beach

● Soesokkak
●
● Songaksan Mountain

Beophwan Badang

Tip!
It takes roughly 16 hours to ride the entire length of the trail (234km).
It is recommended that the travelers start from the Jeju International
Airport toward the Iho Tewoo Beach.
One can also collect stamps in stamping stations along the trail.

Hyupjae Beach - Yongmeori Beach
Shinchang
Windmill Beach

Recommended

Trail 1

Wolryeong-ri
Hyupjae Beach

While all of the bicycle trails in Jeju are quite
beautiful, this trail is easily the favorite trail of the
riders. This trail takes one through the emerald
beaches of Hyupjae Beach to Moseulpo Port and
Songaksan Mountain, through the Hyeongje Coastal
Road, and eventually to Yongmeori Beach.
Chagwido, Gapado, Marado, and Hyeongjeseom
islands are all within the view if the weather proves
to be good.

Yongsu Port
Course directions
Hyupjae Beach → Shinchang Windmill Beach →
Yongsu Port →
Moseulpo Port → Hamo Beach → Songaksan
Tourism Area →
Hyeongje Coastal Road → Yongmeori Beach →
Sanbang Yeondae
Moseulpo Port
Hamo Beach
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Songaksan Tourism Area

Sanbang Yeondae

Estimated time : 3 hours
Total distance: 30km

Recommended

Trail 2

Hado-ri

Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach
Woljeong-ri Beach

Seongsan Port - Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach
This course starts off from Seongsan Ilchulbong in Seongsan Port, and takes one around
counterclockwise to Jongdal-ri coastal road
and Woljeong-ri Beach, and ﬁnally to Gimneyong Seongsegi Beach.
The course has hardly any slope at all, and allows easy riding.
While the coastal roads offer exquisite scenery, it is also a good idea to stop and look around
the towns that one comes across.
It is bound to be a great opportunity for exploring the charms of Jeju’s coastal villages.

Sehwa Beach

Jongdal-ri

Course directions
Seongsanpo → Jongdal-ri → Hado-ri → Sehwa Beach →
Pyungdae-ri → Woljeong-ri Beach → Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach

Seongsanpo

Estimated time : 2 hours, 30 minutes
Total distance: 30km

Bicycle delivery services
Delivery available anywhere in Jeju / returns
possible / Reservation required / may involve
additional payments

Recommended

Trail 3

Bike Trip
Webpage : www.biketrip.co.kr
Telephone: 064-744-5990

Soesokkak - Pyoseon Haevichi Beach
The road between Soesokkak and Pyoseon offer excellent riding conditions and
equally picturesque scenery.
While the coastal roads might disappear on the way to Wimi Port,
one can simply walk along to ﬁnd oneself back on the road again.
It is also a good idea to stop by the Namwon Keuneong Promenade and Olle Trail 5
(Namwon Keuneong - Namwon Port)
and rest while taking in the scenery as well.
Course directions
Soesokkak → Wimi → Namwon Port →
Pyoseon Haevichi Beach
Soesokkak

Estimated time : 1 hour, 50 minutes
Total distance: 27.71km

Wimi

Namwon Port

Pyoseon Haevichi Beach

BMS Hiking
Webpage : www.bms-hiking.co.kr
Telephone: 064-721-4111
Cheju Hiking
Webpage : www.chejuhiking.co.kr
Telephone: 064-712-4400

5 Safety Rules for
Safe Cycling Culture
1. Wear life-protecting helmets
The death rate goes down 90% once safety
helmets are worn
2. Turn the lights on at night
Accidents have a higher chance of
occurrence in nighttime
3. Don’t speed excessively! Keep to safe
speeds
Bicycles over safe speed limit are as
dangerous as motorcycles
4. Don’t use cell phones or earphones while
driving
May cause accidents due to lack of attention
5. Don’t drive under influence
DUI on a bicycle is still illegal
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A Stroll through Jeju Language

어욱 살이
Written by Soon-ja Kim (Researcher, Jeju National University Korean Language Institute)

을 전령 어욱이 고고릴 피왕 보랏빗으로 제주 드
릇팟딀 수놓암수다. 을 들엉 드릇팟듸영 산듸레 미
삐젱이 귀경 위헹 나들이허는 사름덜이 하영 셍겸신게
마씀. 푸린 하늘광 냑놀 배경으로 움직거리는 미삐
젱이 군무는 진짜 장관입디다. 제주 드르팟딀 기품싯
게 꾸며주는 미삐젱인 예술가덜 예술혼에 불 지평 시
영 그림이영 사진덜이영 예술품을 탄생시킵니께. 어욱
을 원으로 활용헌 딘 을 멩소난 관광객덜 발질이
이어졈수다. 을은 하하 호호 어욱 계절이라마씸.
어욱삥인 아이덜 간식거리라낫고 방둥이엿수다.
나가 두릴 때만 헤도 제주 드릇팟듼 아이덜 놀이터랏
수게. 그 드르팟듸서 놀단 아이덜은 계절에 랑 맛신
간식덜을 아냅디다. 어욱삥인 물이 훍으난 날
먹어도 듬직(?)허영 맛 좋앙 아이덜신디 인기라낫수
다. 연둣빛 나는 어욱삥인 맛이 싯주만 보랏빗 감돌
민 삥이가 센 거난 하영 먹으민 벤비로 고생허여마씸.
아이덜은 어욱삥이 물 깡 밥도 허곡 떡도 멩글멍 소
꿉장난도 헤낫수다. 센 삥인 쉽게 물랑허지 아녀난 껌
치룩 질겅질겅 씹으멍 뎅겻수다. 삥이 맛은 어욱삥이
가 새 삥이보담 좋앙 인기가 셔낫수다. 영헌 추억은
드릇팟딀 무대 앙 생활헤난 시골 사름덜이나 누릴
수 셔난 특벨한 혜택이랏수게.
비삐젱인 지집아이덜 감성을 극허는 매개체엿수
다. 미삥젱이 필 때민 친구덜찌레 을 드릇팟듸로 어
욱 귀경 갑니께. 돌아오는 질엔 미삥젱일  안음 꺼
꺼당 항에나 구덕에 꽂앙 놔두민 집 구석구석이 을
냄새로 득헤낫수다. 대학 생활헐 때장만 헤도 
을이민 친구덜이영 부러 미삐젱이 뽑으레 뎅겨낫수
다. 미삥젱이  안음 꺼껑 집드레 돌아오는 발걸음은
게볍곡 음장 풍성헙디다. 요조금도 가끔썩 미삥
젱이 뽑아당 집안 장식허는 사름덜 보민 엿날 추억이
떠올랑 혼자 빙섹이 웃어져마씸.
미삐젱인 주민덜 생활 속에서 요긴허게 써난 식물
이우다. 제주 사름덜은양, 미삐젱이 피기 전의 속껍덕
을 ‘미’ 또는 ‘미독’이렌 허영 생활 도구 멘드는디 이용
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헤낫수게. 미 뽑아당 ‘덩드렁마께’로 두드린 후제는
꼬앙 초신 총으로도 쓰곡 녜덜 물질헐 때 쓰는 망시
릴 멘들기도 헙디다. 미로 멘든 망시린양, ‘미망사리’
렌 헙니께. 경허곡, 베를 드령 짐 질 때영 무시거 무끄
는 디도 용헙디다.
미삐젱인 미심 재료라마씸. 미삥젱일 제주선 미꾸
셍이, 미우젱이, 어웍고장, 어웍꼿이렌 읍디다. 미
심은 미삐젱이 필 리에 뽑아당  줌씩 잡앙 멧 가
닥으로 쪼갠 끅줄로 친친 동여메영 멘듭니께. 이때 
용허는 끅은 칙이라사 허여마씸. 영 멘든 미심은 시
간이 흘러가민 미삐젱인 부풀어 올르곡 끅줄은 라
가멍 노끗 모냥으로 헌 심지가 멘들아져마씸. 미
심은 불을 부뜨게 허는 노끗인디, 제주 나이덜은 곽
살이 귀헤난 시절엔 밧듸나 드릇팟듸로 일허레 뎅길
때 들렁 다녀낫십주. 미심 불껑을 이용허영 담뱃불도
부찌곡 드릇팟듸서 불 살를 일 실 때도 이용헙디다.
미심은 곽살이 귀헤난 시절에 드릇팟듸서 손쉽게 이
용헤난 불씨 아니우꽈? 미심은 지역에 랑 새심이엔
도 허곡, 화심이엔도 허곡 홰심이엔도 읍데다.
경허곡 미삐젱인 곡석이영 촐덜이영 눌을 더끄는
람지 우의 더끄는 주젱이영 초집 가젱이 알 박는 재
료로도 써마씸. 시 감저씨 묻엉 놔두는 구뎅이 소곱
을 빙 둘를 때도 용헙디다. 이것말고도양, 어욱은
여름에 쉬덜 먹이라낫수다. 경허곡 잘 른 어욱은
불 잘 부뜨곡 네도 잘 나지 아녀난 저실에 지들케로도
인기가 잇어마씸.
이치록 다양허게 활용헤난 어욱도 그 쓰임이 라
지멍 추억 소곱으로 묻어져불엄신게마씀. 경허곡 개
발 름으로 제주 어욱도 츰츰 췰 감추멍 그것
에 얽어진 추억덜도 줄어드는 거 닮아마씸. 경허난 제
주 을을 감성으로 물들여난 어욱 향연을 되살릴 수
싯게끔 남아 이신 어욱밧이라도 오래도록 보전헐 수
잇어시민 좋으쿠다. 어욱은 제주 사름덜 삶의 문화를
요긴허게 예까온 감성의 식물이라부난마씸게.

Reading in English

The Life of a Silver Grass
Silver grasses, heralds of fall, are covering the ﬁelds of Jeju
in shades of violet. Many people have started to take trips
out to the mountains and the ﬁelds to see the silver grass.
The sight of silver grass dancing under the blue sky or
sunset is breathtaking: the ﬂowers of silver grass have
imbued the ﬁelds of Jeju with a certain elegance that fueled
the creative spirits of the artists, developing numerous
poems, pictures and photographs. Those places that have
successfully used silver grass as a tourist resource have
attracted great groups of tourists. The season of fall is the
season of silver grass.
The shoots of silver grass were excellent as both toys and
snacks for us children. When I was young, us children would
go out to the ﬁelds of Jeju to play. The ﬁelds offered us with
delicious snacks, depending on the season. The silver grass
shoots offered thick grains that were robust and tasty, and
hence were popular with children. The green shoots were
sweet, but the ones that were turning violet were too ripe,
so that one could suffer from constipation if one ate too
much. The children would pull off the shoots and play house
with the grains, making rice and rice cakes. The ones that
were overripe were quite tough, and we chewed them like
chewing gum. Silver grass shoots were tastier than other
shoots, and were especially popular. These memories were
the special privileges of those who were living in the
countryside.
The ﬂowers of silver grass touched the delicate hearts of
many girls. When the silver grass began to bloom, we would
head off to the ﬁelds to see the ﬂowers. When we picked a
bunch of ﬂowers on the way home, and plant them in a pot
or so, the whole house would sway with the scent of the
fall. I still went to pick silver grass ﬂowers even after I
entered college. Back then, I would stride toward my house
with light steps and happiness in my mind. Whenever I see
people who decorate their house with silver grass these
days, I think back to my treasured memories and smile to
myself.
Silver grass had many uses among the people of Jeju. The

people of Jeju called the inner layer of immature silver grass
as ‘Mi’ or ‘Midok’, and used it to make a wide range of tools
and household items. The ‘Mi’ would be pounded with
‘Deongdeureongmakke’ and be twined into the rim of the
shoes or the nets that the Jamnyeo would use while doing
muljil. The net that was made with ‘Mi’ was called
‘Mimangsari’. ‘Mi’ was also used to load up or tie down the
baggage as well.
The silver grass were also the ingredient of Hwaseung, or
matches. The silver grass are called ‘Mikkusengi, Mippijengi,
Miujengi, Eowokgojang, Eowokkkot’. The matches were
made with silver grass, which would be bundled together
with vines. The vines used here were not dried ones. The
matches would be molded into a ﬁrm bundle as the silver
grasses expand and the vines dry out. The matches were
used in the past as portable sources of ﬁre: they were used
by men to set ﬁre to the ﬁelds and light tobacco. It offered
an easy source of ﬁre in the absence of modern sulphur
matches. The matches were also called ‘Misim’, ‘Saesim’,
‘Hwasim’, and ‘Hwaesim’, depending on the region.
Silver grasses were also used to make Jujeori, a lid that
would be placed over the grains and its mat covering; to ﬁll
in empty spaces below the thatched roof; and to line the
holes used to store potato. Silver grass was the main feed
offered to livestock in summer, and the dried silver grass
was used as ﬁrewood in the winter because it was easy to
burn and did not give off smoke.
The silver grass of today, however, have lost much of its use
as it submerges further into the memories. The wide ﬁelds
of silver grass are also disappearing amidst the drive for
development, further reducing the memories that were
associated with silver grass. I hope that we take steps to
maintain the remainder of the silver grass ﬁelds, so that we
have something to remind ourselves on the romantic
festival of silver grass that we used to enjoy in the past.
Silver grass, after all, is a romantic plant that has tied
together the culture and livelihood of the people of Jeju.
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Festivals in Jeju

⁺Festivals in Fall Colors

Sanjicheon Festival
9.23~25 in Sanjicheon

Jeju Haenyeo Festival
● 9.24~25 Haenyeo Museum
Udo Seashell Festival ●

Jeju Fringe Festival
10.1~10.3 Samdo-2-dong

●●
● The 55th Tamra Culture Festival
10.5~9 Tapdong Square

10.14~16.

Jeju Olle Walking Festival ●

● Chujado Island Yellow Corvina Festival

10.21~22 Olle Trail Route 1, 2

9.30~10.2 Chuja-myeon

● Honinji Festival

● Jeju Horse Festival

10.29~30 Onpyeong-ri

9.30~10.2 Let’s Run Park Jeju

Jeongui Village Folk Festival

● 10.15~16 Seongeup Folk Village
● Jeju Euigui Horse Festival
10.8~9 Otgui Horse Theme Town

Deoksu-ri Folk Festival

● Jeju Orange Fair
11.9~13 Seogwipo Agricultural Technology Center

10.1~2 Deoksu-ri Folk Performance Theater (Jeju Sculpture Park)

●

● The 16th Bangeo Festival
11.17~20 Moseulpo Port

●●
Yaho Festival
10.1~2 Jaguri Park

Seogwipo Chilsimni Festival
9.30~10.2 Jaguri Park

The 8th Udo Seashell Festival
Date: 2016. 10. 14.(Fri)~10. 16.(Sun)
Location: Around Udo-myeon (Main venue : Cheonjin Port)
Telephone: 064-728-4322
The 8th Udo Seashell Festival takes place in ‘the island within an island’, Cheonjin Port of Udo-myeon. The festival
features seashell auctions, seashell catching contest, and Haenyeo experience programs. The last day of festival,
October 16th, features ‘Udo Love Olle Trail Walk’ and other events. Other activities around the venue include seashell
coloring, seashell and abalone plant pot making, and face painting. How about taking a trip to the Udo Island in the
fall, and enjoy the slow beauty of the island on foot?
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The 23rd Jeongui Village Folk Festival
Date: 2016. 10. 15.(Sat)~10. 16.(Sun)
Location: Nammun Square, Seongeup Folk Village
Telephone: 064-787-1179

The 55th Tamra Culture Festival
Date: 2016. 10. 5.(Wed)~10. 9.(Sun)
Location: Jeju City Tapdong Square
Telephone: 064-753-3287
Taking place over 5 days from 5th of October to 9th of
October in Tapdong Square, Jeju City, Tamra Culture Festival
is a cultural festival where the residents of Jeju as well as
travellers and tourists can come together to celebrate
culture with various exhibitions, events, and activities. Tamra
Culture Festival is designed to cement the recent cultural
renewal of Jeju under the theme ‘Lives of the People of
Tamra, Renewal of Jeju Culture’. The traditional cultures
and daily lives of the people of Jeju come together in events
like the Jeju Culture Gajang Street Festival, where
participants take part in street performances dressed in
masks made after 18,000 gods of Jeju; Intangible Cultural
Property performances such as Jeju Chilmeoridang
Yeongdeunggut; and Jeju Language competitions.
The parallel event of ‘Tamra Original Cultural Heritage
Festival’, a cultural event that seeks to direct attention to
and preserve the traditional forms of life in Jeju, will also
feature Jeju World Cultural Heritage Exhibition and open
performance of Intangible Cultural Properties. Delegations
from the fellow East Asia Culture Cities of Ningbo, China,
and Nara, Japan, will also take part in cultural exchange
events as well.

The 23rd itineration of Jeongui Village Folk Festival will take place
in Jeju’s foremost exemplar of traditional folk culture, Seongeup
Folk Village, from October 15th to 16th in Nammun Square of
Seongeup Folk Village. The program for the festival focuses on
providing quality experience programs that can showcase the
various cultural heritage of Seongeup Folk Village.
After the festival kicks off with the performance of a Pungmul
band, the ﬁrst day of the event contains Nanta performance,
traditional folk song performances and ﬁreworks. The folk song
performance in particular will feature the ‘3rd Jeju Folk Song
Performance Competition’, cementing Seongeup Folk Village’s
status as the center of folk song in Jeju.
The 2nd day, 16th, features the reenactment of the appointment
progression of the governor of Jeongui, marching performances
and traditional game performances and experience exhibitions.
Other events for the day include the roof thatching exhibition and
experience, Jeju folk coloring, bamboo craft and straw craft, and
Omegi and Gosori liquor tasting events.
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For Fall-themed Performances

2016 Jeju Olle Walking Festival
Date and location: 2016. 10. 21.(Fri) Jeju Olle Trail, Route 1
10. 22.(Sat) Jeju Olle Trail, Route 2, Reverse Direction
Telephone: 064-762-2190
Fresh winds and golden silver grasses beckon to the
travelers in fall. Why not enjoy the fall, then, with the
performances offered by ‘Jeju Olle Walking Festival?’ Jeju
Olle Walking Festival, which started in 2010 with the
current year being the 7th rendition of the festival, is one
of the most well-known festivals in Jeju during fall
season: it is a mobile festival combining the idea of
‘walking’ with ‘culture’. The festival features numerous
performances that capture the
splendid sights of Jeju’s
nature in fall on the Olle
trails. Residents of
nearby
villagers
also take part in
the festival to
showcase
the
culture of Jeju to
the participants.

The 7th Honinji Festival
Date: 2016. 10. 29.(Sat)~10. 30.(Sun)
Location: Onpyeong-ri, Seongsan-eup
Telephone: 064-782-2766
The Honinji Festival, taking place in Onpyeong-ri in Seongsan-eup,
Seogwipo, is based on the myth of the Samsinin (Go, Yang, Bu: the three
founding demi-gods) and the Samgongju (three princesses) of
Byeokrang. The 7th rendition of the festival will be held for two days
between the 29th and 30th of October, in Honinji, a pond located in
Onpyeong-ri village. Honinji is said to be the site where the Samsinin,
coming out of Samseonghyeol, married the Samgongju and settled down
as couples. It offers a glimpse into the origins of the people of Jeju. The street parade that connects Hwangnual
and the Honinji is the part of the traditional build-up to the main festival, and retells the origins of the Samsinin.
The reenactment of the marriage between the Samsinin and the Samgongju is interesting not only for its
entertainment value, but also its broader signiﬁcance in the history of the island and the philosophical message
on the meaning of marriage. Other exhibitions based on the rite of marriage are also included in the festival.
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The 16th Bangeo Festival
Date: 2016. 11. 17.(Thu)~11. 20.(Sun)
Location: Moseulpo Port, Daejeong-eup
Telephone: 064-794-8032
Bangeo (yellow tail), a beloved staple of late fall and
winter seasons in the seas of Jeju, are the main
focus of the 16th Bangeo Festival.
Moseulpo Port, the southernmost ﬁshing base in
Korea and the main supplier of Bangeo in Korean
ﬁshery, is the host of this grand celebration of taste
and sights of Jeju seas.
Bangeo Festival is made up of experience-based
exhibition programs
that allow the visitors
to engage directly in the
activities, such as handcatching, on-board Bangeo
auctions, Bangeo boat
ﬁshing and cage ﬁshing
activities, in addition to
opportunities to sample
2016
fresh Bangeo.
16

2016 Jeju Orange Fair
Date: 2016. 11. 9.(Wed)~11. 13.(Sun)
Location: Seogwipo Agricultural Technology Center
Telephone: 064-710-3091
In order To revitalize and recognize the values of orange industry
in Jeju, the Seogwipo Agricultural Technology Center will host
the 2016 Jeju Orange Fair. Under the catchphrase ‘Jeju’s Future,
Masterpiece in Orange’, the festival will feature various events
from cultural performances to ofﬁcial events, exhibitions,
conferences and competitions for orange growers, purchasers
and tourists. Participants can take part in orange tower building,
orange roasting, and orange auction events. Other participatory
programs such as ‘70-family Orange Jam Event’ and ‘Orange
Artistic Award’ will ensure that all participants will be able to
have an enjoyable time.
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Jeju Today

Multirole Street Lights for Smart City Projects

Transforming Jeju’s Street Lights

A dark city is no longer a city of contemporary times.
This idea points to the importance of the illumination,
which has increased exponentially the area and time of activity for humans.
Street lights that provide illumination to the cities are at another turning point.
They are standing at the edge of a further innovation for more efficiency and functionality.
They are, in other words, standing at the edge of their transformation.

Jeju’s smart city project contains a wide variety
of objects. Street lights are at the very center of
Jeju’s smart city project, including beacons for
smart tourism, LED security lights integrating
illumination, CCTV, and communication functions,
smart transportation systems and other
convenience and service functions.
The role of CCTV is not a news to us anymore. It
offers important functions in tracking traffic
information, accidents and the identity of the
culprits. The city of Jeju has focused on street
lights, which are located periodically over the
entire province.

How many street lights must be standing in Jeju
City as of now? Nearly 32,600 street lights stand
in Jeju City, including 15,000 lamps and 21,000
security lamps.

Replacing the lamps with LED lamps are
necessary to ensure greater energy efficiency.
However, LED lamps alone do not make Jeju into
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a smart city. Additional functions integrated into
the street lamps bring us one step further into the
age of smart cities. The most significant
component of street light transformation is the
integration of various sensors and equipment to
the street lights. That is, using street lights as basic
platforms for the realization of smart cities.
To start with, the street lights will feature
integrated Wi-Fi service. This allows Internet
connection to be granted free of charge in major
tourist attractions, stimulating the communication
services across all areas of tourism. This also
allows the mining of big data in tracking the
number of tourists and the routes that they take in
their visits. Beacons will also be installed onto
street lights. As of now, Beacons are being
installed in trial runs across the major areas of
Jeju. Beacons in commercial districts offer a new
medium of marketing for the businesses. Coupon
services and other forms of customer services are
also thought to be able to assist the stimulation of
local economy.

Street lights form an integral part of major
infrastructure in cities. The replacement of
conventional lamps to LED lamps will also assist
in providing road safety. Blinking lamps can serve
as a notice for emergency situations. One can, for
example, be granted the knowledge of an accident
a kilometer ahead that would otherwise render one
the frustration of being stuck in a jam without any
reason. There is also a possibility of providing the
most efficient route for rescue vehicles in the case
of accidents.
Let’s take one step further. Streetlights offer
numerous opportunities for the expansion of their
function. Aesthetic lamps installed in street laps
offer artistic benefit to streetlights. It also opens
up the possibility of forming tourist attractions.
Furthermore, the integration of CCTVs into street
lights will offer a further enhancement of public
safety and security as well. If needed, the
streetlights can also be integrated with an
emergency button that can signal emergency or
distress to the surrounding areas through blinking
lamps.
Jeju is also pursuing the integration of electric
cars. With the enhanced attention paid to electric
cars, the issue of automatic parking and driving
are also acquiring social importance. While the
cars may have trouble searching for recharging
stations as of now, the street lights can take on the
role of providing recharging infrastructure for
electric cars. EV charging stations can be
integrated to street lights in areas with heavy
traffic or tourist attractions. Street lights near
major coastal road parking lots can also offer the
benefit of EV charging.
Furthermore, communication between cars and

street lights can enhance the application of
automatic driving and parking services as well.

Of course, these functions cannot be realized in a
day. However, Jeju has a better chance than any
other province in Korea in being able to bring
about these changes in terms of infrastructure and
policy. Jeju City stands at the forefront of these
efforts in establishing its control over the
transformation of its street lights and aggressively
pursuing the transformation itself. The first leg of
this transformative process is expected to come
by this year’s October, at the latest.
The utilization of the existing infrastructure in the
form of street lights can derive the benefits of
reduction in time and costs required in
implementing these changes. The possibilities of
the smart city, accordingly, will also be brought a
bit closer to our reach. If I consider these
possibilities, I sometimes find myself stopping
and taking a look at the street lights of Jeju.
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Self-governing Province Declares the Cultural Policies for the Latter Half of 6th Civil Elections Cycle

Jeju, the Island of Art in
East Asia-Mediterranean Sea

Jeju has set an ambitious goal toward becoming the ‘Island of Art and Culture’. On
August 22nd, the governor of Jeju Special Self-governing Province, Hee-ryong Won,
declared the major cultural policies for the second half of the 6th civil elections cycle.
The centerpiece of this policy is the branding of Jeju into the ‘Island of Culture and Art
in East Asia-Mediterranean Sea’. In order to achieve this goal, the Self-governing
Province is expected to carry out the following tasks: △ hosting Global Island Culture
Festival, △ hosting training facilities for cultural and art professionals △ establishing
Jeju Creative Content Agency, △ training cultural (culture and art & cultural heritage)
professionals, △ enlarging cultural and art facility financing schemes and instituting
creative financing schemes for artists, and △ implementing Jeju Language into signposts
and brochures in cultural tourism. While the policies have been discussed in separate
instances over the past, the current project is notable in that the provincial government
has made its intent explicit by taking in many of the suggestions from the cultural and
artistic communities of the island.
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Developing Global Island Culture Festival as the
Platform for Cultural Exchange
Jeju Special Self-governing Province will first
implement the Jeju Global Island Culture Festival
in 2018 in order to facilitate the artistic and
cultural exchange and communication between
the islands of the world. This follows the
consensus among the civil society of Jeju that
there is a need for a single representative festival
for the island of Jeju, such as the Global Island
Culture Festival. The idea behind this is that
utilizing the cultural distinctions and significance
of the islands around the world will offer an
adequate distinction to be made between the other
regions and Jeju. Thus, the provincial government
plans to implement the Global Island Culture
Festival by focusing on the commonalities of
islands around the world.
The provincial government is also planning to
host and establish training facilities for cultural
and art professionals. As of now, Jeju is suffering
from a chronic lack of professional manpower
required to implement these policies, and
furthermore is suffering from a drain of young
professionals to other regions. The provincial
government, as a response, is planning to establish
a professional academy and educational institution
to create an integrated cultural institution tailored
to the needs of Jeju.
Establishing Creative Content Agency for the
Cultural Industry of Jeju
The establishment of Jeju Creative Content
Agency is also an important policy direction to
facilitate the cultural industrialization of Jeju.
Under this scheme, Jeju Creative Content Agency
will integrate the various functions that are
currently dispersed among different bodies in
order to enhance the efficiency of policy
directions and facilitate Jeju’s development as the
center of cultural content exchange, research and
training in Asia.
Furthermore, the provincial government is also

aiming to institute △ open, public and professional
positions with regards to culture and art within the
government; △ enlargement of financial assistance
to cultural facilities and new financing schemes
for creative activities; △ and a policy necessitating
the inclusion of Jeju Language into cultural and
tourist signs as well as information booklets.
The success of these policies hinge on the
agreement and consensus among the people of
Jeju. The provincial government promises to
integrate popular opinion and establish consensus
with the civil society in implementing these
reforms. That way, the provincial government
hopes, the people of Jeju can be sure that the
cultural and artistic benefits of the island will be
adequately felt to the residents.
Continuing the Branding of Jeju Culture
The provincial government of Jeju has managed
to achieve a number of success during the early
half of the 6th Civil Election Cycle. The Jeju City
and Seogwipo have been designated as culture
cities, with nearly 7.2 million KRW funding over
5 years, and the provincial government conducted
various surveys that were designed to enhance the
support structure for cultural and artistic activities
in Jeju. The restoration of Man-deok Kim’s
Gaekju, establishment of Culture Street and
Chang-yeol Kim Provincial Art Museum, and
other public projects have derived tangible results
in the enlargement and enhancement of administrative
support and infrastructure in the province.
Furthermore, the period was characterized by the
increase in the value of Jeju culture as well as its
globalization. Jeju was also selected as the 2016
East Asia Culture City along with Ningbo of
China and Nara, Japan, and has conducted
numerous cultural exchange projects over the
year; Jeju was also designated as the UCLG
Cultural Leader City, the first Asian city to do so,
and will host the UCLG Cultural Summit in April
2017.
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Comprehensive Plan for Housing Welfare

100,000 Housings for People of Jeju
The exponential rise in the population of Jeju has
brought a corresponding increase in the price of
real estate. As such, the most important task ahead
for Jeju is the stabilization of real estate market
and the additional supply of housing. The rise in
real estate prices threaten the stability of Jeju’s
housing market, and furthermore the prospect of
‘growth coexistence’ in Jeju.
In order to solve this problem, the ‘Comprehensive
Plan for Housing Welfare’, which was announced
at the end of last month, will provide nearly
100,000 units of housing with 80,000 units from
private actors and 20,000 units from public actors
by 2025. The main emphasis on this plan is on
providing quality housing for the people of Jeju,
in addition to stimulating development and the
road plans.
Considering that the self-possession of the housing
stands at about 56% in Jeju, the provincial
government is aiming to enlarge the supply of
public housing with rental housing. Private sector
supply has provided 6,840 units by the end of
June this year, and sites for 4,199 public housing
units have been acquired. Site development for
fallow lands have been implemented, while
existing road infrastructure and other facilities in
residential areas are planned as well.
The public housing will be undertaken by the Jeju
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Free International Development Center (JDC:
2,000 units), Land & Housing Corporation (LH:
9,000 units), and Jeju Province Development Co.
(9,000 units).
Additional 7,000 units of Haengbok Housing
projects will be undertaken within 10 years, with
4,000 units being undertaken by the province.
Haenbgok Housing projects are projects that offer
the benefits of commutability and accessibility for
university students, newly-weds and young
professionals with less rent.
Civil Welfare Town projects have been in the
discussion for nearly 10 years since the decision
to move the City Hall of Jeju City, but faced
difficulties in the actual relocation: the current
plan is to provide 700 units of Haengbok Housing
and 80 units of Silver Housing in the former site
of the City Hall. Other facilities such as parks,
libraries, training facilities and day care facilities
will be established as well.

However, this does not mean that the development
of Jeju will be indiscriminate in nature:
Comprehensive Plan for Housing Welfare
operates under an explicit goal to preserve the
nature and fields of Jeju by suppressing the
excessive horizontal displacement of the cities. In
non-urban and green belt areas, the buildings will

be limited to less than 15m in height, or less than
4 story tall. Existing projects like New Stay
projects will also be provided with additional
support to suppress indiscriminate development by
providing infrastructure support, and upon case-bycase basis, additional height allowances.
Furthermore, development in green belt and nonurban areas will be limited in order to ensure that
nature and human livelihood coexist in these
regions. These plans are responsible for
constructing nearly 1,100 additional units for
housing.
Integrated facilities with senior centers, kids cafe,
day care, library, public offices and fitness centers
will be established to enhance the efficiency in
utilizing the space as well as provide additional
benefits to the residents.
Sunuleum Rental Deposit Support Program
Even if the houses are built, they are not of use if
the people are not there to live in it. The
‘Sunuleum Rental Deposit Support Program’ will
be carried out to strengthen the supply of housing
units among the people. The ‘Sunuleum Rental
Deposit Support Program’ offers partial stipends
on rental deposit payments depending on the
income of the applicants on select public housing
programs, with up to 50% of the standard rental
deposit.
Other programs will provide additional benefits

to 556 units in Gangjeong, Seogwipo, in January
2017: this policy will effectively reduce the rental
deposit to zero in terms of many socioeconomically
disadvantaged families, such as low-income
households and households with multiple
children.
Policy Upgrades with Housing
Welfare Ordinances
The provincial government is also planning to
institute a Housing Welfare Ordinance in October
this year in order to provide further support for
stabilization of the housing situation. The
Ordinance will provide a legislative framework
upon which the provisions of housing welfare
centers, plans, rental housing units and financial
support be implemented with regards to housing
supply policy.
The attention toward the housing policy of Jeju is
needed more than ever to guarantee the liveable,
fair, ‘Clean Jeju’.
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2017 Winter Festivals in Jeju
The 24th Seongsan Sunrise Festival
A memorable farewell to the old year
Come to the golden seas of Seongsan to greet the new year!
Date 2016. 12. 30. ~ 2017. 1. 1.
Location Seongsan Ilchulbong
Telephone: 064-760-4282

January

1

The 17th Seogwipo Penguin Swimming Festival
A robust start to the new year! Dive into the winter sea in Seogwipo!
Date 2017. 1. 7.
Location Jungmun Saekdal Beach (formerly of Jungmun Beach)
Telephone: 064-760-3320

2017 Tamraguk Ipchungut
A declaration of the spring,
Tamraguk Ipchungut
Date 2017. 2. 3. ~ 2017. 2. 4.
Location Jeju Mokgwana, Jeju City
Telephone: 064-758-0332

February

2

Jeju Special Self-governing Province
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo

You can find everything about Jeju in our blog,
including food, sights, activities, and festivals~!

Jeju Special Self-governing Province
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo

You can find everything about Jeju in our blog,
including food, sights, activities, and festivals~!

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/happyjejudo
Twitter https://mobile.twitter.com/happyjejudo
Kakaostory https://story.kakao.com/ch/inusjeju
Instagram https://instagram.com/special_jejudo

Welcome to Jeju
World Natural Heritage Jeju

From the seas and the mountains, renowned in the world,
to the ﬁstful of earth or wildﬂowers in the forests,
everything about Jeju is the greatest gift nature decided to give to mankind.
One ﬁnds the burden of their livelihood lessened as Jeju leaves a smile on one’s lips,
walking its road, climbing its mountains and Oreums, and exploring the islands.
Jeju is the island of healing.

